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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

A real time experiment was conducted between May 23rd and June 17th 2005 to present three 
CASCADE Stream 1 services to controllers, obtain a feedback on these services, and get a first 
assessment of their operational benefits. The airspace was composed of two measured sectors, 
each manned by a TC and a PC working in a stripless environment. The experiment was 
decomposed in two sessions of two weeks, each involving two groups of 8 European controllers. 
Each group of participants had a total of 10 training exercises and 18 measured exercises. The 
four dimensions assessed were the controllers familiarisation with the services, the acceptance of 
the services, the impact of the services on controller workload, situation awareness and on safety 
and capacity. In the present experiment, the first session stressed the importance of familiarisation 
with the simulation environment itself (airspace, working position). During the second session, the 
step-wise training focused successively on the airspace description, on DataLink services and 
finally on CASCADE Stream 1 services, with a gradual increase of traffic level. At the end of the 
training sessions, all the participants felt familiar enough with the various services. 

In terms of acceptance, the results depend on the service. Despite its usability, the Auto-Transfer 
in its current configuration, was very rarely used (less than 10 %). The only interest was expressed 
in terms of reminder and safety net to avoid transfers omission. The PPD service was well 
appreciated and considered as usable by most of controllers. Max/Min speed and Max FL provided 
a useful tool especially for PC, to plan correct flight level according to the traffic. Preferred values 
could be useful in non time critical situations, typically to avoid numerous pilot requests. The PPD 
service was globally accepted by the controllers. Controllers’ feeling about ADD was reserved: 
whereas the rate of climb/descent could help the tactical controllers for conflict resolution, the 
heading information requires improvements. The permanent display of ADD information is useless 
and a source of information overload. If improved in accordance with controllers requirements, the 
ADD service is accepted. 

There was no general impact of CASCADE Stream 1 services on controllers’ workload (neither 
increase nor decrease), even though the complexity of the situation with mixed fleet led to higher 
mental efforts to understand the situation. As a result, the task sharing and intra-team 
communications required with Link2000+ and CASCADE Stream 1 conditions to clarify the 
situations increased their workload and consequently reduced the gain in frequency occupation. 
During the simulation, the controllers’ situation awareness was quite good in all three conditions, 
even though a bit lower in the Link2000+ condition. The impact of the CASCADE services on the 
controllers situation awareness was positive, but limited. According to the controllers, the different 
experimental conditions (No DL, Link2000+ and CASCADE Stream 1) had no impact on the level 
of safety. The participants felt quite a high level of safety comfort during the simulation in all 
conditions. Regarding the CASCADE stream 1 services, PPD and ADD information can potentially 
increase safety in avoiding useless tasks to be performed and the execution of instructions to be 
checked. The Auto-Transfer service is perceived as a potential source of risk, typically if it occurs 
at a non-appropriate moment. In terms of capacity, the large benefits of DataLink in terms of 
reduction of the frequency occupation (50%) are still observed when introducing the CASCADE 
Stream 1 services. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT 

The purpose of this document is to present the results and findings of the CASCADE Stream 1 
experiment conducted in May and June 2005. This experiment forms part of a series of validation 
exercises aiming at investigating the acceptance and the impact of DataLink services ([5],[6],[7]). 

The main aim of the CASCADE Stream 1 RTS was to present the Stream 1 services to controllers, 
obtain feedback on the services, and get a first assessment of their operational benefits. 

The document is organised as follows: 

• Section 1 introduces the context of the experiment. 

• Section 2 introduces the validation aims and objectives of the experiment. 

• Section 3, 4 and 5 describe respectively the experiment settings, design and conduct. 

• Section 6 presents the results, with successive focus on familiarisation, acceptance and 
impact of CASCADE Stream 1 services on workload, situation awareness, capacity and 
safety. 

• Section 7 summarises the main findings and proposes recommendations for future 
validation exercises. 

1.2. CONTEXT OF THE EXPERIMENT 

1.2.1. The CASCADE Programme 

The CASCADE (“Co-operative ATS through Surveillance and Communication Applications 
Deployed in ECAC”) Programme aims at reducing ATM delays, increase safety and increase ATM 
efficiency. These benefits are provided from Step 3 of the ATM 2000+ Strategy (i.e. 2008-2011) 
and achieved through the implementation of Co-operative Air Traffic Services enabled by air/air 
and air/ground data links. 

CASCADE will enable the provision of new information and functionality to controllers, pilots and 
automation systems. The main operational benefits will be obtained from the provision of enhanced 
situational awareness to controllers and pilots, the introduction of advanced automation and the re-
distribution of the ATS tasks among the main actors. To achieve this goal, CASCADE includes 
applications related to the Package I of Ground and Airborne Surveillance, enhanced Controller 
Pilot Data Link Communications (CPDLC) and Data Link Flight Information Services. 
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1.2.2. CASCADE Stream 1 and 2 Applications 

CASCADE identifies two subsets of applications which are referred to as Stream 1 and 2. These 
streams are described below. 

• “Stream 1”, containing the relatively more mature set of applications; the main objective 
of this first phase is to “make the first benefits happen”, build experience, achieve 
consensus and develop the basis for the subsequent implementation steps. 

 ATC Surveillance in radar areas (ADS-B-RAD). 

 ATC Surveillance in non-radar areas (ADS-B-NRA). 

 Airport surface surveillance (ADS-B-APT). 

 Aircraft derived data for ground tools (ADS-B-ADD). 

 Automatic CPDLC (AUTO-CPDLC). 

 DataLink Alerting (D-ALERT). 

 DataLink Taxi Clearance Delivery (D-TAXI). 

 DataLink Operational Terminal Service (D-OTIS). 

 Pilot Preferences Downlink (PPD). 

• “Stream 2”, containing the set of applications which are currently expected to be 
implemented at a later stage than Stream 1; it includes the following applications: 

 Enhanced traffic situational awareness on the airport surface (ATSA-SURF). 

 Enhanced traffic situational awareness during flight operations (ATSA-AIRB). 
Consisting of the following sub-applications: 

 Enhanced flight operations related to other traffic. 

 Enhanced visual acquisition for see-and-avoid (S&A). 

 Enhanced Traffic Information Broadcast by Aircraft (E-TIBA). 

 Enhanced visual separation on approach (ATSA-VSA). 

 Enhanced sequencing and merging operations (ASPA-S&M). 

 Downstream Clearances (DSC). 

 Flight Plan Consistency (FLIPCY). 

 Graphical Trajectory Co-ordination (GRECO). 

In the CASCADE Stream 1 real-time simulation (RTS), only a subset of the Stream 1 services were 
employed. These are Automatic Transfer of aircraft to the next sector, Aircraft Derived Data for 
Ground Tools (ADD), and Pilot Preference Downlink (PPD). These services are described in more 
details in Chapter 3.2.4. 
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2. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE CASCADE STREAM 1 REAL TIME 
SIMULATION 

2.1. AIM AND HIGH LEVEL OBJECTIVES 

The main aim of the CASCADE Stream 1 RTS was to present the Stream 1 services to controllers, 
obtain feedback on the services, and get a first assessment of their operational benefits. This 
general aim can be broken down in a number of high-level objectives: 

Objective 1: Provide familiarisation with Stream 1 services to air-traffic controllers. 

Objective 2: Investigate the controllers’ acceptance of the Stream 1 services including: 

• The utility of the services; 

• The usability of the services; 

• The usage of specific services. 

Objective 3: Assess the impact of Stream 1 services on controller workload. 

Objective 4: Assess the impact of Stream 1 services on controller situational awareness. 

Objective 5: Assess the impact of Stream 1 services on safety. 

Objective 6: Assess the impact of Stream 1 services on capacity. 

2.2. LOW LEVEL OBJECTIVES 

In general, low-level objectives link validation objectives with indicators used to assess these 
objectives. For a definition of high-level and low-level objectives see [8]. 

Table 1:  Low – Level objectives of CASCADE Stream 1 RTS 

Objective  Low-Level objective 

1.1 Train controllers on the concept and use of the CASCADE Stream 1 
services. 

1. Familiarisation 
1.2 Let controllers work with the CASCADE Stream 1 services in 

simulation. 

2.1 Investigate controllers’ utility ratings for the CASCADE Stream 1 
services (Auto Transfer, PPD, and ADD). 

2.2 Investigate controllers’ usability ratings for the CASCADE Stream 1 
services (Auto Transfer, PPD, and ADD). 

2.3 Record any usability problems associated with the use of the 
CASCADE Stream 1 services (Auto Transfer, PPD, and ADD) 

2.4 Analyse the no. of Auto Transfers, cancelled Auto Transfers, and 
early initiation of Auto Transfers in the simulation. 

2.5 Analyse the reported usage of PPD (qualitatively). 

2. Acceptance 

2.6 Investigate the reported usage of ADD (qualitatively). 
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Objective  Low-Level objective 

3.1 Investigate the effect of the conditions (no DL, Link2000+, 
CASCADE Stream1 services) on the mean workload ratings. 

3.2 
Investigate the effect of the conditions (no DL, Link2000+, 
CASCADE Stream1 services) on the frequency of extreme workload 
ratings. 

3. Workload 

3.3 
Investigate the effect of the conditions (no DL, Link2000+, 
CASCADE Stream 1 services) on the AIM ratings, for the six 
dimensions separately and for the overall score. 

4.1 
Investigate the effect of the conditions (no DL, Link2000+, 
CASCADE Stream1 services) on the mean situation awareness 
ratings. 4. Situation Awareness 

4.2 Analyse controllers’ feedback on their situational awareness with 
CASCADE Stream 1 services (qualitatively). 

5.1 
Investigate the effect of the conditions (no DL, Link2000+, 
CASCADE Stream1 services) on the mean situation awareness 
ratings. 

5.2 Analyse controllers’ feedback on their situational awareness with 
CASCADE Stream 1 services (qualitatively). 

5. Safety 

5.3 Investigate the effect of the conditions (no DL, Link2000+, 
CASCADE Stream1 services) on the perceived level of safety. 

6.1 
Investigate the effect of the conditions (No DL, Link2000+, 
CASCADE Stream1 services) on the R/T usage (no. of R/T and 
duration). 6. Capacity 

6.2 Investigate the effect of the conditions (Link2000+ vs. CASCADE 
Stream 1 services) on the number of DataLink messages. 
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3. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 

3.1. OPERATIONAL CONTEXT 

3.1.1. Airspace and Standard Separations 

The simulation area included sectors originally based on upper sectors from the Czech FIR/UIR 
airspace provided (Figure 1). 

The area of interest for the CASCADE STREAM 1 real-time simulation has been expressed in 
latitude and longitude by a lower left point and an upper right point: 

Lower left point     (47° 00’ 00”N 08° 45’ 00”E) 

Upper right point     (53° 00’ 00”N 22° 00’ 00”E) 

The Centre of the window was:   (50° 30’ 00”N 15° 30’ 00”E) 

Descriptions of Navigational Aids, Controlled Airspace Volumes have been drawn mainly from the 
AIP, Czech Republic. 

 

Figure 1:  Map of the CASCADE Stream 1 RTS sectors.  Measured sectors in blue and yellow 
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The following standard separation was applied for the simulation: 

Table 2:  Standard separations 

Horizontal Separation Vertical Separation 
Application Separation Application Separation 

En route Radar 5 NM SFC to FL410 1000 FT 

 FL410 and above 2000 FT 

 

3.1.2. Measured and Feed Sectors 

The simulation area was divided into measured and feed sectors. 

Two Measured Sectors denoted SE and SW were simulated, each manned with two controllers, a 
tactical (TC) and a planning controller (PC). Each measured sector was equipped with two 
Controller Working Positions (CWPs). Characteristics of the measured sectors were as follows 
(Table 3). 

Table 3:  Characteristics of the measured sectors 

Sector Table 
Sector 
Name Centre Measured or 

Feed Category Geographical 
Limits 

Vertical  
Limits No. CWP 

SE Sierra Measured En route As specified FL285-UNL 2 

SW Sierra Measured En route As specified FL285-UNL 2 

SL Sierra Feed Lower As specified SFC – FL285 1 

AW Alpha Feed En route As specified SFC - UNL 1 

AS Alpha Feed En route As specified SFC - UNL 1 

BE Bravo Feed En route As specified SFC - UNL 1 

 
The following four feed Sectors were simulated: SL, AW, AS and BE. Each feed sector was 
manned by 1 controller. The primary task for the feed sectors was to feed traffic to the measured 
sector and to carry out pilot orders using the Hybrid console according to traffic requirements. 
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3.1.3. Meteorology 

The METEO environmental settings affected the aircraft performance characteristics observed 
during the simulation. 

The following default meteorological conditions were simulated in the CASCADE STREAM 1  
real-time simulation (Table 4). 

Table 4:  Simulated meteorological environment 

METEO Condition Environmental Setting 

Temperature 15° Celsius 

Surface Wind Velocity 15 Knots 

Wind direction (with altitude) 240° 

Wind speed (with altitude) 15 Knots 

Atmospheric Pressure (QNH) 1013 

 

3.1.4. ATC Procedure and Controller Tasks 

In order to evaluate new distributions of tasks between the TC and the PC, a defined set of tasks 
applicable to each control position was specified for all exercises. The task definitions were based 
on the premise that the PCs were primarily responsible for entering flights, while the TCs were 
primarily responsible for assumed flights and for managing the R/T voice channel. This basic 
division of tasks, however, did not restrict the two members of a controlling team from co-operating 
with each other and either controller was free to assist the other as required. Both the PC and the 
TC of a sector had access to an identical functionality and to the data link channel. 

A first recommended PC /TC task sharing is described in. What is written in bold letters represents 
the mandatory state of the task-sharing whereas the normal letters indicate tasks which are not 
normally part of the controller role, but can occasionally be delegated. 

Table 5:  Task distribution between PC and TC for DataLink equipped and non DataLink equipped aircraft 

TC PC 
Task DataLink equipped 

aircraft 
Non DataLink 
equipped aircraft 

DataLink equipped 
aircraft 

Non DataLink  
equipped aircraft 

Co-ordination 
• For some a/c 

(with approval of 
PC) 

• For some a/c 
(with approval of 
PC) 

• For entering a/c  
• For Assumed a/c 

(XFL or new route)  

• For entering a/c 
• For Assumed a/c 

(XFL or new route) 

Conflict 
Resolution 

• For Assumed 
a/c  

• via R/T for time-
critical situations 
(less than 2 
minutes) 

• via CPDLC for 
non-time-critical 
situations 

• For Assumed 
a/c  

• For entering a/c via 
co-ordination 

• On some Assumed 
a/c (with TC approval) 

• For entering a/c 
via co-ordination 

• On some Assumed 
a/c (with TC 
approval) 
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TC PC 
Task DataLink equipped 

aircraft 
Non DataLink 
equipped aircraft 

DataLink equipped 
aircraft 

Non DataLink  
equipped aircraft 

Assume of 
Control 

• All  • All • None  
• System input for 

some a/c (on TC 
request)  

• None 
• System input for 

some a/c (on TC 
request) 

Transfer of 
Control 

• All • All  • None • None  
• System input for 

some a/c (on TC 
approval) 

Tactical 
Clearances 

• All 
 

• All 
 

• None  
• System input 

following TC decision 
and delegation of the 
input 

• None  
 

Respond to 
Pilot Requests 

• All  
 

• All  
 

• None  
• System input 

following TC decision 
and delegation of the 
input 

• None  
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3.2. TECHNICAL CONTEXT 

3.2.1. Simulation Room 
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Figure 2:  Layout of the simulation room 
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3.2.2. Controller Working Position 

Each of the two measured sectors was staffed with a PC and a TC. The four feed sectors were 
staffed with one controller each. Thus, there were eight CWPs in the simulation, of which four were 
measured (i.e. two teams of PC and TC each), and four were not measured (i.e. the four feed 
controllers). Both CWPs of a measured sector were equipped with the same functionality and 
consisted of: 

• A 28” BARCO™ LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) monitor, providing a multiple-window 
working-environment; 

• A Hewlett Packard™ workstation and BARCO™ graphics card; 

• A three-button mouse; 

• A digital voice communication system (Audio-LAN) with a headset, a loud speaker, a 
footswitch, and a panel-mounted Push-To-Talk facility; 

• An ISA (Instantaneous Self-Assessment) subjective workload input device. 

The configuration of windows on the monitors of the TC and PC of a sector could be different 
depending on operational rules and the specified tasks of the two controllers. 

The Human Machine Interface (HMI) used for the simulation was an advanced stripless HMI, 
including the following main functions: 

• Interactive radar labels with colour coding; 

• System Supported Data Exchange (OLDI) and Co-ordination (SYSCO); 

• Safety Net (STCA); 

• Air – Ground Data Communication. 

The simulated ATC system included an advanced ODS (Operator Display System) that made 
extensive use of colour. The sole input device, and, hence, the sole means to access data, was a 
three-button mouse with which a controller could interact with the following facilities: 
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Table 6:  HMI specificities 

HMI Description 

Screen 
Configuration 

All screen configurations including range, filters, label orientation, selectable windows, 
and displayed maps were set via an on-screen panel that could be reduced to an icon. 

Interactive Track 
Labels 

In this ODS, the track label was an integral way for a controller to interact with the 
system. A track label had four main functions: 
to display essential flight plan information; 
to provide a means of interaction, in conjunction with the mouse, for a controller to 
input information to the system; 
to display reminder information; and, when applicable 
to display safety net warnings. 

Electronic Civil 
Co-ordination 

A controller could negotiate sector PELs (Planned Entry Levels), sector XFLs (Exit 
Flight Levels), as well as direct routes, assigned headings, and assigned speeds via 
electronic means. 

Electronic List 
Data 

Electronic lists displayed sector entry conditions for each flight, and allowed this 
information to be verified, modified or electronically co-ordinated. 

Quick 
Information 
Access 

A controller had instantaneous access to certain flight information, such as the DFL 
(Dynamic Flight Leg), the ELW (Extended Label Window), and the Filtering function. 

Notebook 
Functions 

In place of noting down information on paper flight progress strips, a controller could 
enter assigned headings, speeds, and rates of climb/descent as well as direct routes 
directly into the track label for display. 

Safety Nets The system provided STCAs (Short-Term Conflict Alerts) up to two minutes before the 
predicted time of occurrence of possible future losses of separation between aircraft. 

 

3.2.3. Data Link System and Services 

In the CASCADE Stream 1 RTS, the implemented Stream 1 services were built on a set of 
Link2000+ services, which are: ACM contact & monitor, ACL, and AMC. 

• ATC Communications Management (ACM): The ACM service provides automated 
assistance to flight crew and controllers for conducting the transfer of ATC 
communications (voice and CPDLC), respecting the operational rule that there is only 
one ATC controlling authority. There are two ACM services: 

 Contact – This refers to the service of transferring an aircraft from one ATSU to the 
next ATSU. 

 Monitor – which is information that is send by the pilot in order to tell ATC which voice 
channel was selected and monitored by the crew. 

• ATC Clearances (ACL): The ACL service allows flight crews and controllers to conduct 
operational changes. The ACL service permits: 

 Flight crews to make requests and reports to controllers. 

 Controllers to issue clearances, instructions, and notifications to flight crew. 

The ACL service is only available after successful completion of the ACM service. 

• ATC Microphone Check (AMC): AMC allows controllers to uplink an instruction for aircraft 
to check that they are not blocking a voice channel. No aircrew acknowledgement of the 
instruction is required. 
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The technical and operational details of the different services can be found in the facility 
specification document [2]. 

It can be noted that the acceptance and impact of DataLink services were assessed in the context 
of previous experiments ([5], [6], [7]). 

These Link2000+ services have been used in combination with the Stream 1 services, described in 
the next section. 

3.2.4. CASCADE Stream 1 Services 

The CASCADE Stream 1 real-time simulation (RTS) incorporates only a subset of the Stream 1 
services. These are ADD/CAP, Automatic Transfer and PPD. 

3.2.4.1. Aircraft-Derived Data (ADD) 

This application provides additional aircraft derived data through ADS-B to the controller. This 
service provided the downlink of certain aircraft parameters without pilot intervention. Values for 
current heading, selected speed, and selected rate of climb/descent were displayed in the selected 
label (for ADS-B equipped aircraft only) and in extended label window (Figure 3). This service also 
allowed the automatic downlink of turbulence conditions being encountered by an aircraft. 

Heading,
speed (mach)

rate of climb/descent

ADD information

 

Figure 3:  Display of ADD information in selected radar label (top) 
and in extended label window (down) 

3.2.4.2. Automatic Transfer 

Controller Pilot Data Link Communications (CPDLC) is a means of communication between 
Controller and Flight Crew using data link for ATC communication. Auto CPDLC automates this 
process with the objective of providing support to controllers for the sending of CPDLC messages 
(i.e., automatic preparation and sending of messages) to a single or multiple aircraft (multicast). In 
CASCADE Stream 1 RTS, automatic CPDLC was only used for aircraft transfer and is denoted 
“Auto-Transfer” in the rest of this document. When the exit conditions are met, 1 minute before the 
sector exit, the system proposes (by a trigger) to execute an automatic transfer to the next sector 
at the sector boundary.  
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To indicate that the auto transfer function is activated, the next sector indicator is displayed in 
yellow in the minimum radar label, and the text Auto-TRF is displayed in yellow above the callsign 
in the selected radar label (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4:  Auto-Transfer trigger displayed in minimum radar label (left) and in selected radar label (right) 

3.2.4.3. Pilot Preference Downlink (PPD) 

This service allows the flight crew in all phases of a flight to provide the controller with information 
not available in the filed flight plan (e.g., maximum flight level) as well as requests for modification 
of some flight plan elements (e.g., requested flight level). It automates the provision of selected 
flight crew preferences even before the aircraft reaches their sector. The PPD service also allowed 
the downlink of the operational speed range of the aircraft and of its maximum attainable flight 
level. These data were available in clearance menu (Flight level and speed) and in extended label 
window (Figure 5). 

 

Maximum 
Flight level 

Maximum and 
preferred Flight 
level 

Maximum, preferred 
and minimum speed 

Preferred 
Flight level 

Figure 5:  Display of PPD information in clearance menu (left) 
and in extended label window (right) 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The experimental design is summarised in the present section. More details on the experimental 
design can be found in [4]. 

4.1. DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 

The experiment was built around three experimental variables: the data link services available, the 
controller role and the sector manned. As a result, the experiment was a 3 x 2 x 2 design and 
contained three levels of data link services (no DataLink, Link2000+ and CASCADE Stream 1), two 
levels of position (TC and PC) and two levels of sectors (SE and SW). Several measurement 
techniques (§ 4.4) were used to assess controllers' performance and behaviour. Scores on all 
measures were collected for all measured runs and compared for each level of the experimental 
variables. 

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES 

Each run corresponded to one of the three conditions and involved one pair of tactical and 
planning controller on the SE sector and one on the SW sector. 

The levels of the three experimental variables are described below. 

4.2.1. DataLink Services 

The CASCADE Stream 1 services as well as the services they are built on (e.g. the Link2000+) 
have been tested against a baseline. For the Stream 1 RTS, two baselines have been realised: (a) 
no DataLink services available and (b) only Link2000+ services available. This procedure serves to 
separate the impact of the Stream 1 services from the impact of the Link2000+ services. 

In other words, the variable “DataLink services” was manipulated on three levels: 

1. In condition A, no data link service was available. 

2. In condition B, the Link2000+ services (i.e. ACM, ACL, and AMC) were provided: 70% of 
the aircraft were equipped for these services, 30% were not DataLink equipped. 

3. In condition C, the CASCADE Stream 1 services (ADD, PPD, and Auto-Transfer) were 
provided in addition to the Link2000+services: 70% of the aircraft were ADS-B and 
DataLink equipped, 20% were ADS-B equipped, and 10% were neither DataLink nor ADS-
B equipped. 

The three conditions related to the variable “DataLink services” are described in Table 7 The 
variable “DataLink services” is a within-subjects variable, which means that all participants were 
exposed to all three levels of the experimental variable. 
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Table 7:  Levels of the variable “DataLink services” 

Condition Description Available Services Equipage 

A Baseline No DataLink or ADS 0% equipage 

B LINK2000+ services ACM, ACL, AMC 
70% of the aircraft 
equipped for these 
services 

C 
CASCADE Stream 1 
services 
 

ACM, ACL, AMC 
Auto-Transfer 
PPD and ADD 

70% of the aircraft 
equipped for all of the 
services, 20 % equipped 
for ADD only. 

 

4.2.2. Controller Role 

Each of the two measured teams was composed of a planning controller (PC) and a tactical 
controller (TC). Thus, there were two levels of the variable “controller role”: 

1. Planning controller. 

2. Tactical controller. 

The planning controller and the tactical controller roles were described in paragraph 3.1.4. It can 
be assumed that the DataLink services affect the PC and the TC in different ways. For this reason, 
data have been analysed separately for the two controller roles. Feed controllers were not 
measured, and thus, were not considered levels of the experimental variable. 

4.2.3. Sector 

There were two measured sectors, and thus, two levels of the variable “sector” in the experiment: 

1. Sector SE, 

2. Sector SW. 

There were no reasons to assume that the effect of the CASCADE Stream 1 services depends on 
the sector. For this reason, the variable “sector” mainly served as a control variable. In case no 
differences between the two sectors are found, data from the two sectors will be collapsed and 
analysed together. 
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4.3. ROTATION OF PARTICIPANTS OVER THE DIFFERENT EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

There were seven controller working positions (CWP) for a simulation run. During each run, one 
additional controller was involved in Safety debriefing. The seven CWPs combined with the three 
experimental conditions (no DL, Link2000+, and CASCADE) yield 21 combinations of experimental 
conditions and controller roles. Since there were only 18 measured exercises (plus spares) for a 
participant group, it was not possible to have a full rotation of participants over experimental 
conditions and CWPs. 

For this reason, it was decided to create six different assignments of participants to CWPs 
(Rotations). Each of these six rotations was used once for the no DataLink condition, the 
Link2000+ condition and the CASCADE Stream 1 condition. This served to ensure that there were 
no differences in assignment of participants to CWP between the three experimental conditions. 

Table 8 shows the six rotations, which are denoted , , , ,  and . Each participant is 
denoted by a letter, ranging from A to H. In the rotations, teams of two participants have been 
formed so that controllers were always working in the same team during the measured exercises. 
This served to prevent variations in the measurements due to different team compositions. 

Table 8:  Rotation of participants over controller working positions 

 POSITIONS 
 SE SW SL BE AS AW SPARE 

Rotations TC PC TC PC FEED FEED FEED  

 A B C D F G H E 

 D C H G B E F A 

 E F B A G H C D 

 B A G H C E D F 

 G H F E A D B C 

 F E D C G B A H 

 
Note that, in the rotation, participants were equally often on a measured and on a feed position. 
However, a single participant was not working equally often as PC or TC: over all six rotations, one 
team member was working twice as PC and once as TC, whereas the other team member worked 
once as PC and twice as TC. Nevertheless, because the same basic rotations (i.e., with the same 
participants on the measured positions) were used for the three experimental conditions (Baseline, 
Link2000+ and CASCADE), this was not expected to affect the conclusions drawn on the effect of 
the experimental conditions. 
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4.4. MEASUREMENTS 

Measurements were taken during and after the runs. Only measured runs (as opposed to training 
runs) were analysed according to the following areas under investigation: 

• Familiarisation; 

• Controller acceptance, including utility, usability and usage of the services; 

• Workload; 

• Situational awareness; 

• Safety; 

• Capacity. 

The types of measurements associated with each of these topics are described below. Note two 
points: 

• Familiarisation assessment was essentially based on controllers‘ feedback; 

• Except for acceptance, all measures were analysed as a function of the system version 
provided (no DL, Link2000+, and CASCADE Stream 1 services), the controller role. 

All the metrics informed by questionnaires were completed with comments and debriefing items 
analysed to provide qualitative assessments. Whereas only analysed and summarised results are 
presented in this report, raw data (especially filled questionnaires and debriefing items) are 
available in [9] and [10]. 

4.4.1. Data Collection Method and Tools 

4.4.1.1. Controller Acceptance 

Controller acceptance of the Stream 1 services comprised three aspects: utility, usability and 
usage. Questions related to the utility and the usability of the CASCADE Stream 1 services were 
evaluated by means of questionnaires, questions in interviews and de-briefings, and by means of 
observations during the exercises (e.g., recording of system interaction problems and spontaneous 
controller comments). In order to assess the utility of CASCADE Stream 1 services, the following 
points need to be addressed: Do the controllers understand the purpose of the CASCADE Stream 
1 service? Do the ATCOs find the service useful? To address usability, the following questions 
were addressed: Is the information conveyed by the service easily accessible and understandable? 
Is the conveyed information relevant? Is the system interaction (related to a specific service) 
simple and straightforward? 

In contrast to the before mentioned aspects, usage does not concern an attitude to wards a 
system, but an actual behaviour. Questions related to the usage of one of the CASCADE Stream 1 
services (Auto-Transfer) were primarily evaluated by means of system recordings of user inputs. 
For some services, such as PPD and ADD, recordings of user inputs (to either access the services 
or to select a certain response to the service) as a measurement of usage were not available (no 
unique way of accessing PPD and ADD information). For those, controllers were asked to report 
on their usage of the ADD and PPD services. 

Samples of the blank questionnaires are presented in annex. 
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4.4.1.2. Workload 

In contrast to taskload which reflects objective task demands, workload is influenced by the 
controller’s internalised standards of performance, ability, and experience. In order to measure 
workload, two techniques were used: the Instantaneous Self-Assessment (ISA) device and the 
“Assessing the Impact of Mental” (AIM) Workload questionnaire. 

The Instantaneous Self-Assessment (ISA) technique required the participants to rate their 
experienced level of workload on a scale from 1 to 5. Measurements were taken every two minutes 
during a simulation run with a flashing red light indicating when an input had to be made. The level 
of workload was assessed by pressing one of five numbered buttons which range from “under-
utilised” (1) to “excessive” (5). The Assessing the Impact of Mental Workload (AIM) questionnaire 
is a subjective mental workload assessment tool that has been developed by EUROCONTROL 
within the framework of the SHAPE project (Eurocontrol, 2004).  

It required the participants to rate their mental effort and the task difficulty on a 7-point rating scale. 
Mental workload ratings were made for specific tasks or defined cognitive function groups (such as 
multitasking, planning or decision making tasks). For the CASCADE Stream 1 simulation, a 
simplified version of the AIM-Hi version was administered. 

All questionnaire used to measure workload are provided in annex. 

4.4.1.3. Situation Awareness 

In order to assess the controllers’ understanding of the traffic situation in the CASCADE Stream 1 
RTS, SASHA_Q, a self-rating questionnaire for measuring Situational Awareness was used. This 
questionnaire can be found in the annex. 

4.4.1.4. Safety 

In the CASCADE Stream 1 simulation, safety was assessed with the following data: 

• Number of losses of separation as well as their severity (API index, see annex). All losses 
of separation that occur during the simulation were logged and analysed a posteriori by a 
SME. 

• Perceived level of safety. Controllers were asked to assess their perceived level of safety 
(i.e., safety comfort) during each measured run. In case, there were any hazardous events 
during the simulation run, controllers were asked to assess the frequency of this event 
outside the simulation (if the system was in use in their home ACC) as well as its severity. 
The safety rating scale for the controllers can be found in the annex. 

• Observation of hazardous events. A safety expert observed occasionally the simulation 
runs and logged all hazardous events. The observation form and the safety de-briefing form 
can be found in the safety report1. 

 
1 No official reference of the CASCADE Stream 1 simulation safety report is available for the time being. 
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4.4.1.5. Capacity 

Capacity expresses the capability of the ATM (ATC and Airports) system in a given airspace (e.g., 
a particular ACC, or a number of ACCs within a region) to cope with the traffic demand. One of the 
crucial – and often limiting - factors in ATM capacity is the controllers’ traffic-handling capacity. 
This traffic handling capacity is not a simple function of the number of aircraft under control, but 
depends on factors such as the complexity of traffic. In the CASCADE Stream 1 RTS, capacity was 
measured through changes in taskload (number of exchanges with an aircraft (R/T in case of non-
equipped aircraft, and DataLink in case of equipped aircraft and Link2000+/Stream 1 services) and 
duration of the interactions) induced by the conditions. 

4.4.1.6. Data Collection Method Synthesis 

The following Table 9 describes the types of data and the method and tools selected to collect 
them. 

Table 9:  Description of data collection methods and tools 

Dimensions Metrics Types Tools Occurrences 

Utility of CASCADE 
Stream 1 services 

End of each 
sessions 

Usability of CASCADE 
Stream 1 services 

Usage of CASCADE 
Stream 1 services 

Rating 
 
 
Controller 
feedback 

Post experimental 
questionnaire 
 
Debriefing 

 

Acceptance 

Usage of Auto-Transfer Number and 
relative number 

Simulator logs All along each 
runs 

ISA rating 
Rating ISA box All along each 

runs 

AIM rating 
Rating AIM questionnaire End of each 

runs 
Workload 

Workload rating 

Rating 
Controller 
feedback 

Post experimental 
questionnaire 
Debriefing 

End of each 
sessions 

SASHA Rating SASHA Rating SASHA 
questionnaire 

End of each 
runs Situation 

Awareness 
S.A. rating Rating Post experimental 

questionnaire 
End of each 
sessions 

Losses of separation Number and 
severity 

Simulator logs All along each 
runs 

Safety 
Safety comfort  Rating Safety 

questionnaire 
End of each 
runs 

Number an 
duration of R/T 
calls  

Simulator logs 
(audiolan) 

All along each 
runs 

Capacity Communication with 
aircraft 

Number of 
DataLink 
messages 

Simulator logs All along each 
runs 
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4.4.2. Analysis and Statistical Tests 

Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviation) and inferential statistics (t-tests and 
ANOVAS) have been applied as follows (Table 10). 

Table 10:  Description of analysis and statistical tests made by metric 

Metrics Independent Variables Analysis Statistical 
tests 

Mean and SD of 
rated utility T-Test 

Utility of CASCADE 
Stream 1 services Role (TC, PC) 

Distribution on each 
question - 

Mean and SD of 
rated usability - 

Usability of CASCADE 
Stream 1 services - 

Distribution on each 
question - 

Mean and SD of 
rated usage T-Test 

Usage of CASCADE 
Stream 1 services Role (TC, PC) 

Distribution on each 
question - 

Usage of Auto-Transfer - Mean and SD - 

ISA rating 
Role (TC, PC) 

Condition (A, B, C) 
Mean percentage  ANOVAs 

AIM rating 
Role (TC, PC) 

Condition (A, B, C) 
Mean and SD ANOVAs 

Mean and SD of 
rated workload T-Test 

Workload rating Role (TC, PC) 
Distribution on each 
question - 

Mean and SD ANOVAs 
SASHA Rating 

Role (TC, PC) 
Condition (A, B, C) Distribution on each 

question - 

Mean and SD of 
rated S.A. - 

S.A. rating - 
Distribution on each 
question - 

Losses of separation Condition (A, B, C) Number and severity ANOVAs 

Safety comfort  
Role (TC, PC) 

Condition (A, B, C) 
Mean and SD ANOVAs 

Role (TC, Pilot) 
Condition (A, B, C) 

Mean and SD ANOVAs 
Communication with 
aircraft Role (TC, PC, Pilot) 

Condition (A, B, C) 
Mean and SD ANOVAs 
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5. CONDUCT OF THE SIMULATION 

5.1. SIMULATION PROGRAMME 

The simulation was conducted over a 4-week period from the 23rd of May 2005 to the 17th of June 
2005. 

Two simulation sessions took place, each covering a period of two weeks. This served to maximise 
the number of participants to the RTS. Session 1 took place from the 23rd of May 2005 to the 3rd of 
June 2005. Session 2 took place from the 6th of June to the 17th of June. During each of the two 
sessions ten training exercises and 18 measured exercises were carried out. 

To avoid confusion between the different service conditions, it was decided to separate conditions 
B and C during the measured runs. 

Furthermore, to account for the increasing levels of complexity of services, runs in condition B (the 
Link2000+ services) were carried out before runs in condition C (the CASCADE Stream 1 
services). Runs in the baseline condition (A) were interspersed throughout the measured sessions. 
For the first group of participants, the measured exercises lasted from 26th of May to 30th of May for 
condition B (Link2000+ services) and continued from the 31st of May to the 3rd of June for condition 
C(CASCADE Stream 1 services). For the second group of participants, the measured exercises 
lasted from 7th of June to the 13th of June for the B condition and resumed from the 14th to the 17th 
of June with the C condition. 

On the 17th of June, one slot was used to explore the acceptance of the CASCADE Stream 1 
services in extreme conditions (140% of level of traffic). Controllers swapped their positions from 
feed to measured positions and vice versa so that all of them could control such a level of traffic. 

The schedules are displayed in Table 13 for session 1 and in Table 14 for session 2. 

5.2. PARTICIPANTS 

The simulation brought together sixteen controllers (eight for each session) from six different 
countries: 

• two from Italy (Milan ACC and Roma ACC); 
• five from Netherlands (Maastricht UAC); 
• two from Portugal (Lisbon ACC); 
• two from Romania (Bucharest ACC); 
• three from Spain (Barcelona ACC and Canaries ACC); 
• two from Ireland (Dublin ACC and Shannon ACC). 
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All the participants, except two had at least five years of qualified experience with five having more 
than fifteen years of qualified experience (Table 11). 

Table 11:  Participants’ age and experience distribution 

Age Experience (years) 
 

< 30 [30-35] > 35 < 5 [5-15] > 15 

Number of controllers in 
session 1 0 3 6 1 3 4 

Number of controllers in 
session 2 1 5 2 1 6 1 

 
Eight of the participants are currently working as controllers, three are instructors and the 
remaining five currently work both as controller and instructor. Table 12 shows the participants 
experience with respect to working in a stripless environment and with DataLink. Differences were 
observed between the two groups of participants. Out of the first group, three participants work in a 
stripless environment, and only ones uses DataLink in regular place of work. Out of the second 
group, five controllers of second group were used to working without strips. Three controllers out of 
the eight were from Maastricht UAC, where DataLink is used operationally. It can be noted, that the 
first group lack of experience in DataLink implied a preliminary learning of HMI and DataLink 
environment, before understanding the specificity of CASCADE Stream 1 services. 

Table 12:  Distribution of participants experience of stripless and DataLink environment 

Work in stripless 
environment Work with DataLink 

 
Yes No Yes No 

Number of controllers in session 1 3 5 1 6 

Number of controllers in session 2 5 3 3 5 

 

5.3. TRAINING 

As training was judged to be an important element for the success of the simulation, two types of 
preparation were provided to controllers: pre-experimental information and hands-on training. 

5.3.1. Pre-experimental Information 

Initially, to provide controllers with information about the different DataLink and CASCADE 
Stream 1 services, two members of the validation team visited each participating ACC and gave 
presentations. The aim of these presentations was to introduce the objectives and the content of 
the experiment, describe the airspace and introduce the available services. 
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In addition, all the controllers except one, received prior to the experiment a Controller Handbook 
containing experiment objectives, set-up and programme, proposed working method, HMI 
description and validation metrics [3]. This document offered them the opportunity for a first sight 
on HMI specificities. However, 5 controllers out of 15 did not read this handbook. 

5.3.2. Simulation Training 

Before the measured runs, a period of three days was planned for the controller familiarisation with 
the simulation environment, the general HMI, the Link2000+ and CASCADE Stream 1 services. 

As it is shown in Table 13 ten training runs were conducted during the first session with mixed level 
of traffic and mixed condition. After these three days controllers still expressed difficulties in 
perceiving the difference between conditions B (Link2000+) and C (CASCADE Stream 1). Indeed, 
controllers from the first session had to cope with 2 difficulties: the task of controlling high level of 
traffic in an unknown environment and their lacks of experience in DataLink services and in HMI 
interactions. Thus, a second briefing was made before the beginning of measured period to clarify 
the specific CASCADE Stream 1 services and how to interact with them. 

As a consequence of the experience with the first group, it was decided to change the schedule of 
the second group training. To improve the quality and the outcomes of the training, both the 
structure and the content were modified. The complexity was gradually increased in presenting 
separately and successively DataLink and CASCADE Stream 1 services. As it is shown on 
Table 14, on the first day, devoted to airspace, controllers began with runs without DataLink 
(except for a demonstration) but with an increasing level of traffic. The second day was devoted to 
DataLink and the third to CASCADE Stream 1. This schedule was more appreciated by controllers 
who considered that it enable a step by step progress. As a result, controllers from the second 
session were ready for the first measured run on the third day of the training period. 

5.4. SIMULATION SCHEDULE 

As planned, 36 runs were measured during the overall session. To ensure comparability between 
the measured runs, attention was paid to the considered analysis period. For 35 out of the 36 runs, 
a period of 60 minutes of analysis was defined. The 36th run was 15 minutes shorter than the 
others. All results discussed in the next sections (questionnaires and system logs) are derived from 
these 36 runs. 

During the demo run (in yellow in the Table 13 and Table 14) the controllers simultaneously 
controlled the traffic and answered visitors’ questions. As a consequence, associated 
performances were not measured. 

Despite the overall success of the simulation, some technical problems led to change the initial run 
plan. Details of the problems encountered and resulting schedules are presented in the next two 
sections. In the Table 13 and Table 14, the following abbreviations are used: 

• 60 means 60% traffic level; 
• 120 means 120% traffic level; 

• 140 means 140% traffic level; 

• “L” means that the Link2000+ services are available (B condition); 

• “C” means that the CASCADE Stream 1 services are available (C condition); 
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• “_” means that no CPDLC services are available (A condition); 

• “M” indicates a measured exercise; 

• “T” indicates a training exercise. 

5.4.1. Session 1 Resulting Schedule 

During the first session, different problems occurred (red cells in Table 13). On Friday (run 5), a 
crash on SE-PC position resulted in the two controllers working in front of the same screen during 
half of the run. However, this degraded situation still avoided an entire freeze and loss of the whole 
run. 

During the second week, on Tuesday afternoon (run 11), the presence of many visitors in the 
operational room during a measured exercise upset controllers and impaired their concentration. 
On Wednesday (run 15), some system problems on SW–TC caused some difficulties for the TC to 
inputs data (e.g. to assume or to transfer an aircraft). As a result, this task was performed by the 
PC. During run 16 on Thursday, a crash with the Audiolan system on SE-TC led SE controllers to 
swap their role during 15 minutes. 

However, except for the crash during the run 5, all runs were completed. As a result, as planned, 
18 runs were measured for this session (marked cells). 

Table 13:  Schedule for session 1 

Week 1 23/05/05 24/05/05 25/05/05 26/05/05 27/05/05 

Exe. 1 60LT 60LT 60CT 120LM 120_M 3 

Exe. 2 60LT 120CT 120CT 120LM 1 120LM 4 

Exe. 3 60_T 60CT 120CT 120_M 2 120LM 5 

Exe. 4 60_T 120CT   120LM 6 

Week 2 30/05/05 31/05/05 01/06/05 02/06/05 03/06/05 

Exe. 1 120LM 7 120_M 10 120CM 13 120_M 16 120CM 18 

Exe. 2 120LM 8 120CM 
Demo 120_M 14 120CM 17 Debriefing 

Exe. 3 120_M 9 120CM 11 120CM 15 120CM SafLearn 

Exe. 4  120CM 12    

 

5.4.2. Session 2 Resulting Schedule 

On the last simulation day, one run was used to explore the acceptance of CASCADE Stream 1 
services under very high traffic conditions up to 140% (140CM Exploratory). Performances were 
not measured, but controllers feedback was collected. 

During the second session, system technical crashes also occurred. Fortunately, all of them, 
except one, could be recovered. For this erroneous run, despite its repetition, it was decided to 
keep its first occurrence (run number 11) for data recording and measurement, mainly to ensure a 
more realistic evaluation of controllers’ rates and inputs. 
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During the run number 12, the Audiolan system crash on SE-TC led to an entire reboot of Audiolan 
system on this position. Thus, R/T data for this run were overwritten and so, lost for data analyses. 

The marked cells represent the 18 measured exercises. 

Table 14:  Schedule for session 2 

Week 1 06/06/05 07/06/05 08/06/05 09/06/05 10/06/05 

Exe. 1 60_T 60LT 60CT 120_M 2 120LM 6 

Exe. 2 60CT Demo 60LT 100CT 120LM 3 120LM 7 

Exe. 3 60_T 60LT 100CT 120_M 4 120_M 8 

Exe. 4 60_T 120LT 120LM 1 120LM 5  

Week 2 13/06/05 14/06/05 15/06/05 16/06/05 17/06/05 

Exe. 1 120LM 120CM 120CM 15 120CM 16 140CM 
Exploratory 

Exe. 2 120_M 9 120_M 12 120CM 
Demo 120CM 17 Debriefing 

Exe. 3 120CM 10 120CM 13 120CM 
Demo 120LM 18 SafLearn 

Exe. 4 120CM 11 120_M 14  120CM  
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6. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

The comments expressed by the controllers during the debriefing, a careful examination of the 
filled-in questionnaires (pre experimental, post run and post experimental), and the analysis 
performed on the data recordings constitute the body of this chapter. 

The results of the analysis described hereafter are average values calculated over 60 minutes of 
measured period of each of the 35 measured exercises. The last 15 minutes of the 36th run were 
extrapolated to obtain same analysis period (60 minutes) for all runs. 

6.1. FAMILIARISATION AND LEARNING PROCESS 

The objective to familiarise controllers with the CASCADE Stream 1 services was initially not 
planned to be measured, but rather considered as reached at the end of the overall simulation. 
However, difficulties encountered during the training sessions and many useful remarks expressed 
all along the two sessions seem relevant enough to be considered to improve the overall system 
(e.g. airspace, HMI, services) for a future simulation. 

It must be stressed that it seemed more interesting to investigate the controllers’ learning process 
rather than the resulting familiarisation. Indeed, even though familiarisation initially concerned the 
CASCADE Stream 1 services, observations and controllers comments showed the importance of 
providing a suitable simulation environment and its impact on the quality of learning. Consequently, 
before addressing the controller familiarisation with CASCADE Stream 1 services, we successively 
report the controller familiarisation with the simulation environment (airspace, HMI) and with the 
DataLink services. Note that even though the limitations of the experimental environment (including 
airspace, traffic flows, HMI) are also included in the present section, the technical problems and 
difficulties that occurred during the simulation are briefly listed in chapter 5.4 and detailed in 
CASCADE Stream 1 Technical Report [1]. 

The present assessment is based on controller overall feelings about HMI, DataLink and 
CASCADE stream 1 services collected all along simulation. As the training mode and participants 
experience were not the same for both sessions, familiarisation with simulation environment was 
differently perceived by the two groups of participants. 

6.1.1. Familiarisation with the Simulation Environment 

The familiarisation with the simulation environment includes both the learning of the operational 
environment (airspace and traffic flows) and of the technical environment (stripless environment, 
ECHOES HMI). 

Familiarisation with the operational environment was difficult due to the size of sectors (“too long”) 
and the complexity of the traffic flows, with most of the traffic concentrated in small conflicts areas. 
The level of traffic was also considered as very high and difficult to handle by some of the 
controllers. It can be noticed that this perception of “too high” traffic level was stronger when 
controllers were aware of the exact figure (e.g. 120%).Differences were observed between the two 
groups of participants, for two reasons. The first one is due to a lack of experience (with very high 
traffic load, with stripless environment) and the second one to the quality of the training. Actually, 
lessons learnt from the first session enabled the training to be improved and consequently the 
controller familiarisation to be also improved. 
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Controllers from the first session had more difficulties with learning the HMI. It can be noted that 
five of them were not used to work in stripless environment and four did not have the opportunity to 
read the description of the main HMI element in the controller handbook. As a result, during the 
training, many controllers comments were related to the HMI (e.g. amount of information displayed 
on radar label). According to the participants, a consequence of radar cluttering was an excessive 
time spent during runs to move labels instead of controlling the traffic. 

In terms of background and experience, the second group of participants was very different from 
the first one: five of the controllers currently work in a stripless environment and all of them except 
one had read the handbook. Again, it is more than possible that the improvement of the training 
helped them to get more familiar with the HMI. 

6.1.2. Familiarisation with DataLink 

Controllers experience with DataLink environment and services also differed. In the first group, 
only one participant had experience with DataLink system, against four in the second group. The 
training given to the first session (combining the discovery of both airspace, traffic level and 
services) might have contributed to controllers confusion and difficulty to distinguish DataLink from 
CASCADE Stream 1 services. The improved structure of the training given to the second group 
might explain why the second group was more rapidly familiar with DataLink services and 
philosophy. 

However, the main problem for both groups was related to handling mixed traffic, and more 
specifically the controller difficulty to input correctly data when issuing a voice instruction to 
DataLink equipped aircraft. Typically, in this situation, controllers had to click in little column on the 
left of the menu instead of the large one in non DataLink aircraft (Figure 6). 

(1) (2)(1) (2)(1)(1) (2)(2)

 

Figure 6:  CFL menu for DataLink equipped aircraft (1) and for non DataLink equipped aircraft (2) 

Moreover, the maximum delay (one minute) for answering to DataLink clearances was judged by 
second group as too long. It increasing the controllers monitoring load in forcing them to regularly 
check if the instruction was accepted or not. 

Two problems were noticed with ground-ground coordination. The first problem is a lack of 
consistency between the various clearances. When coordinated, FL clearances had to be issued 
by the controllers, whereas direct/heading clearances were automatically issued by the system via 
DataLink.  
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The second problem is related to the controllers need to keep control on clearances issuing: not 
only controllers want to be able to coordinate in advance with adjacent sectors, but they also want 
to remain in charge of issuing themselves the instructions to concerned aircraft, thus deciding on 
the most appropriate time. More details on these procedures can be found in [3]. 

6.1.3. Familiarisation with CASCADE Stream 1 Services 

It must be reminded that many controllers had no previous knowledge of DataLink and CASCADE 
Stream 1 services. Consequently, the distinction between the two conditions was not 
straightforward. After three days of training, with mixed conditions and very high traffic load, the 
first group did not notice difference between Link2000+ and CASCADE condition. The confusion 
between DataLink and CASCADE Stream 1 services observed was even worsened by controllers’ 
difficulty in handling a very high level of traffic. As a result, most of the initial comments gathered 
during the first debriefing concerned DataLink services instead of CASCADE ones. An additional 
briefing was then conducted to clarify the specificity of CASCADE services and the way to use 
them. All controllers confirmed before the beginning of the measured runs that they felt familiar 
enough with the services to start the measured runs. 

For the second group, DataLink and CASCADE services were quite clear, and allowed them to 
begin the measured runs earlier than expected (last day of the training period). 

6.1.4. Synthesis on Familiarisation 

A series of lessons could be learnt in terms of controllers’ familiarisation prior to a simulation. 
Whereas in operational world some time can be spent to train controllers2, in an experimental 
environment, familiarisation is strongly time-constrained. This induced strong pre-requisite for a 
successful familiarisation with a new concept. The first pre-requisite is controllers’ knowledge and 
previous experience with the simulation environment itself (type of airspace, traffic level, type of 
HMI). The second pre-requisite is a stepwise training enabling controllers to be gradually exposed 
to more and more complexity. In the present experiment, during the second session, this consisted 
in focusing successively on the airspace description, on DataLink services and finally on 
CASCADE Stream 1 services, with a gradual increase of traffic level. 

To ensure familiarisation despite their difficulties, controllers from the first session were given an 
additional briefing session where DataLink and CASCADE Stream 1 services were clearly defined. 

It must be noted that all participants felt familiar enough with the various services at the end of the 
training sessions. 

6.2. ACCEPTANCE OF THE CASCADE STREAM 1 SERVICES 

Controllers’ acceptance of the Stream 1 services comprises three aspects: utility, usability and 
usage. 

Acceptance was mainly assessed on the basis of the controllers answers to the post experimental 
questionnaire. Observations performed all along the runs and comments of participants are used to 
complement and interpret the various figures. 

Note that mean results are presented in this section, whereas individual results and comments 
provided for each item are presented in annex. 

 
2 Of course to a certain extent. 
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6.2.1. Utility of CASCADE Stream 1 Services 

Figure 7 provides an overview of the feeling of tactical and planning controllers about the utility of 
Auto-Transfer, PPD and ADD. The rating scale ranges from -2 (very useless) to +2 (very useful). 
Average ratings were calculated on the basis of controllers’ answers to post-experimental 
questionnaires. 

Mean of utility rating for CASCADE Stream 1 
services
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Figure 7:  Mean utility rating for CASCADE Stream 1 services 

6.2.1.1. Utility of Auto Transfer 

Tactical controllers answers to the following 3 questions were analysed and used to calculate the 
average utility rating of Auto Transfer: 

• “Auto CPDLC is a useful service for the Tactical Controller”. 
• “The automatic transfer of control is initiated at the right time”. 
• “It is clear to me how I am supposed to use the Auto-Transfer”. 

The results (Figure 7) reflect that the controllers were undecided about the utility of the Auto 
transfer in its current configuration and confirm the overall scepticism expressed during the 
debriefing sessions. Despite some opposite answers (associated to values -1 and +1), the mean 
rate is close to 0 (neither useless nor useful). It must be noted that their doubts were not due to a 
lack of understanding of the service, as most of them rated highly the last item. 

Several reasons were mentioned by the controllers in the questionnaires and during debriefing for 
questioning the relevance of the Auto-transfer. The first one was related to the automation of the 
aircraft transfer. According to all the controllers, situations in real environment are so diverse that 
transfers occurrences can vary from very far to very close to the sector boundary. The second 
reason was related to the occurrence of the Auto transfer action, which seemed not initiated at the 
right time. In general, controllers practice consists in transferring aircraft as soon as possible rather 
than 1 or 2 minutes before the sector boundary. The third reason was related to their responsibility. 
Because their responsibility is directly involved in this complex and sensitive task, they want to 
remain in control of the transfer action, ensuring that they are aware at any time of the aircraft 
status (still or no longer under their responsibility). Another comment was related to the moment of 
occurrence of the transfer. Typically, some of them feared that the Auto-transfer could occur while 
the aircraft is involved in a conflict resolution. 
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Last of all, according to some of the controllers, the manual transfer is fast and simple and does 
not need to be automatic. 

As a result, most of the controllers said that during the simulation they usually transferred manually 
the aircraft, even after the Auto-Transfer trigger3. Still, two of them stressed the utility of the Auto-
Transfer trigger, informing of the aircraft closeness with the sector boundary and occasionally 
working as a back-up if/when a tactical controller forgets to transfer an aircraft. 

As a summary, all the controllers strongly questioned the utility of the Auto-Transfer service in its 
current configuration. Their only requirement is for a reminder preventing them from transfer 
omissions. 

6.2.1.2. Utility of PPD 

To assess the controllers ratings for the utility of the PPD service, their answers to eight questions 
were analysed. The five questions concerning the utility for the TC were: 

• “Pilot Preference Downlink (PPD) is a useful service for the TC”. 
• “With the PPD information, I am more confident that my foreseen conflict resolution is within 

aircraft limitations”. 
• “With the PPD information, having an alternative plan for a conflict resolution is less 

important”. 
• “As a TC, I take the pilot preferences (i.e., preferred FL and speed) into account and try to 

comply with them”. 
• “As a TC, I take the aircraft limits (i.e., max FL and min/max speed) into account when 

issuing instructions”. 

The 3 questions concerning the utility for the PC were: 

• “Pilot Preference Downlink (PPD) is a useful service for the PC”. 
• “As a PC, I take the pilot preferences (i.e., preferred FL or speed) into account when 

planning traffic”. 
• “As a PC, I take the aircraft limits (i.e., max FL and min/max speed) into account when 

planning traffic”. 

Based on their answers to these items, all the controllers agreed that the information provided by 
the PPD was useful. However, they clarified in their comments that the service was useful only in 
non time-critical situations. As tactical controllers, PPD information enables them to be more 
confident that their foreseen conflict resolutions are within aircraft limitations. However, according 
to most of them, the availability of the PPD would not change their working practices: being aware 
of the aircraft limitations would not prevent them from preparing an alternative plan for every 
conflict resolution (Figure 8). 

 
3 One minute before the Auto transfer, a message appears in the radar label to inform the controllers of the delay before the automatic 
transfer. However, the automatic transfer itself occurs at the sector boundary.  
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Figure 8:  Controllers answers to the item on alternative plan for conflict resolution 

The PPD service was rated more useful for the planning controller (t(126) = -2.50, p < 0.05). The 
main reason is related to the time needed to collect and make use of the information. According to 
the controllers, the planning controller is in a better position, with more time to look at the 
information and use it to plan the traffic. 

However, the controllers rated differently the two types of information provided by the PPD (aircraft 
limitations and pilot preferences). They agreed that in most of the situations, aircraft limitations 
(minimum and maximum speed and level) were useful to help the controllers to plan and issue 
correct flight level. However, the utility of preferred level and speed depends on the airspace and 
the traffic patterns. Controllers in charge of Oceanic East bound flows stress the need in their 
centres for such information, which should reduce systematic pilot requests. 

An alert, informing of preferences changes made by the pilots during a flight was required by the 
controllers. 

6.2.1.3. Utility of ADD 

To assess the utility of ADD, two questions were analysed to calculate the TC utility rating and two 
for the PC utility rating. The TC questions were the following: 

• “ADD is a useful service for the TC”. 

• “When working as TC, I used the information related to ADD regularly”. 

The PC items were the following: 

• “ADD is a useful service for the PC”. 

• “When working as PC, I used the information related to ADD regularly”. 

Globally, most of the controllers thought that the information provided by ADD could be useful even 
if they did not use it regularly. Typically, controllers specified that (ADD) “should be accessible 
when needed, not always on”, “only when strictly needed (for sequencing, separation…) otherwise 
I have no interest in knowing speed and heading”, “ When I need those information, I use ADD”. 
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The fact that ADD information seem useful to provide separation (tactical task) could explain the 
slight difference observed in Figure 7 between TC and PC. However, even if a slight difference is 
observed in Figure 7 between TC and PC, no significant role effect on utility of ADD services was 
measured. 

The feeling about the respective utility of the various ADD parameters was reserved. Controllers 
thought that the rate of climb/descent could be useful when solving conflicts. In principles, the 
provision of current heading by ADD services could be useful to check the clearance execution. 
However, the present track (instead of present heading) implemented in the simulation was 
useless. Similarly, because they are used to issue relative heading instructions (e.g. turn right/left 
xx degrees), the controllers considered that the provision of absolute heading was not useful. 

According to controllers, ADD information (e.g. rate of climb, pilots preferences) could be taken into 
account essentially in non-time critical situations. According to one controller, the ADD service 
seems useful when it is the least needed: 

“When I don't have traffic, it helps (no sense because I have time to 
ask) when I don't have time it doesn't (that is when I need help)”. 

6.2.2. Usability of CASCADE Stream 1 Services 

Figure 9 provides an overview of the controllers’ feedback regarding usability of Auto-Transfer, 
PPD and ADD. The rating scale ranges from -2 (very unusable) to +2 (very usable). Average 
ratings were calculated on the basis of controllers’ answers to post-experimental questionnaires. 
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Figure 9:  Mean usability rating for CASCADE Stream 1 services 

6.2.2.1. Usability of Auto-Transfer 

For the Auto transfer, three items were used to calculate the TC and the PC usability rating. The 
items were the following: 

• “It is easy to cancel the automatic transfer of an aircraft”. 

• “It is easy to see if an automatic transfer is initiated”. 

• “All information related to the automatic transfer of an aircraft is easy to understand”. 
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According to the controllers ratings (Figure 9), the Auto-Transfer service was quite usable. Beyond 
their remarks regarding the utility of the Auto-Transfer service, the controllers were not convinced 
by its usability either. Debriefings and observation performed all along the runs suggest that the 
controllers were not very comfortable with the Auto-Transfer in its current configuration. The results 
show that the information relative to Auto-Transfer was not always clear to the controllers (“The 
warning of Auto-Transfer is not clear and comes with short notice”). In terms of information 
readability and its impact on situation awareness, it was observed that controllers were usually not 
aware of the Auto-Transfer initiation because the information displayed continuously was not 
visible enough (next sector name displayed in yellow). Indeed, as illustrated in Figure 4 the more 
visible information (“Auto-Transfer” reminder) was displayed only when controllers passed the 
mouse pointer over the radar label (i.e. in selected radar label). 

In terms of intuitiveness of the service, it was observed that controllers rarely used the “Switch off 
Auto-transfer” button during the simulation. Even though they mentioned their need for a reminder 
and for a potential back up system, the usability of this switch-off is questioned. Typically, the 
location of the “cancel” button does not seem appropriate: one controller from the second group did 
not even see this button until the last run. According to two controllers, “too many inputs (were 
needed) for a single aircraft; maybe (we) should consider a menu to disable Auto transfer for all” 
and “few times I transferred by mistake instead of cancelling”. 

6.2.2.2. Usability of PPD 

For PPD, three items were used to calculate the TC and the PC usability rating. The items were 
the following: 

• “All PPD information (i.e., min/max/preferred FL, min/max/preferred speed) is easy to 
understand”. 

• “It is easy to access the PPD information for aircraft in pending state (i.e. pink labels)”. 

• “It is easy to access the PPD information for aircraft in assumed state (i.e. white labels)”. 

Globally (Figure 9), the controllers thought that the information provided by the PPD service was 
usable. According to the controllers, the information was easy to access, to see and to understand 
by both TC and PC. The PC could access the PPD information on the extended label window 
when planning the traffic. When issuing clearances via the stripless HMI, the TC could see pilots’ 
preferred value and aircraft limitations displayed on the clearance menu. 

However, the second group of participants raised the issue of a lack of awareness on pilots 
preferences changes. A trigger informing them of such changes was required. 

6.2.2.3. Usability of ADD 

For ADD, the item used to calculate the TC and the PC usability rating was the following: 

• “All information related to ADD is easy to understand”. 

Controllers thought that information provided by ADD was usable in the sense that it was easy to 
see. However, controllers had criticisms regarding the ADD in terms of information overload. First, 
the ADD information being needed occasionally, its permanent display was questioned. In addition, 
the permanent display of ADD information in the selected label cluttered it and led controllers to 
spend time de-cluttering the radar screen, which actually increased the controller workload. 
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The controllers also criticised the empty name of field (hdg, speed and ROC/D) for non equipped 
aircraft, which creates ambiguity. Typically the absence of information could be associated to its 
unavailability (non equipped aircraft), but possibly also to problems in the reception of the data. 

Another usability issue concerns the lack of readability of the aircraft plot indicating its equipment. 
Typically, for most of the controllers, the different between ADS-B and DataLink equipped aircraft 
(square plot versus circle plot) was not visible enough. As a result, because their distinction was 
not straightforward, the controllers did usually handle similarly the two types of equipage. 

According to the controllers, due to its occasional utility, ADD would be more appropriate if 
presented on request only, possibly in the extended label, as PPD information. 

6.2.3. Usage of CASCADE Stream 1 Services 

6.2.3.1. Usage of Auto –Transfer 

The usage of the Auto–Transfer of DataLink equipped aircraft was measured for all sessions in the 
CASCADE condition. As explained before (§ 5.4), some technical problems led the PC to perform 
what was initially defined as TC tasks. In addition, it also happened that the controllers modified 
slightly the proposed task distribution, in performing some aircraft transfers when at the planning 
position. As a result, the actions made by both controllers (TC and PC) were gathered and used to 
assess the usage of the Auto transfer service in the C condition. 

An objective assessment of the usage of the Auto-Transfer service for aircraft with Auto-Transfer 
capability (i.e. DataLink aircraft in CASCADE condition) was performed in counting the number and 
types of transfers (Figure 10). 

Statistical analysis was done on the number of: 

1. No. of “Transfers” which is the sum of Auto-transfers, DataLink transfers and R/T transfers 
to sector BE (Non DataLink equipped sector); 

2. No. of “Auto-Transfers”; 

3. No. of “Cancelled Auto-Transfers” initiated by clicking on “switch off Auto-Transfer” button; 

4. No. of ”Early initiated transfers occurring before Auto-Transfer reminder” (more than 1 
minutes before sector boundaries); 

5. No. of “Early initiated transfers occurring after Auto-Transfer reminder” (between one and 
zero minutes before sector boundaries). 

The last two categories are used to assess the controllers’ claim that they use the Auto- Transfer 
trigger as a reminder. A large number of occurrences in the fourth category would question the 
usefulness of Auto Transfer as a reminder, whereas a large number of occurrences in the fifth 
category would suggest that controllers used the Auto Transfer trigger as a reminder before 
transferring the aircraft. 
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Figure 10:  Mean usage of Auto-Transfer per run 

Figure 10 shows that the Auto-Transfer, as it was proposed in this simulation, was rarely used 
during the simulation. The number of Auto-Transfer represents less than 10% of total number of 
transfers. More than 70% of the transfers were made before the display of the “Auto-Transfer” 
reminder. This result confirms that the controllers preferred to transfer aircraft not only manually, 
but also as soon as possible. The small number of manual transfer initiated after the “Auto-
Transfer” trigger (5%) shows that controllers preferred to keep the control of the transfer act. The 
early transfers of aircraft led to a cancellation of the Auto-Transfer service. As a result, 75% of the 
Auto-Transfer were cancelled in transferring aircraft before their execution. The very small number 
of “Cancelled Auto-Transfer” initiated by clicking on “switch off Auto-Transfer” button (five 
occurrences per run) shows that this function was rarely used by controllers. This result is in line 
with the low usability rating and consistent with the controllers’ comments. 

This first level of analysis shows a very small rate of use of the Auto Transfer service (10%), which 
is in line with the controllers’ claim that they want to keep the control and the responsibility of the 
transfer action and to perform it as soon as possible as opposed to one minute before the sector 
boundary. 

The controllers’ answer to the post experiment questionnaire were also analysed to complement 
the Auto-transfer usage rating. The Figure 11 provides an overview of the feeling of the tactical 
controllers about their usage of the Auto-Transfer. It is based on the TC answer to one post 
experimental questionnaire item: 

“It is clear to me how I am supposed to use the Auto-Transfer”. 

Figure 11 shows quite a good level of usage of the Auto-Transfer service. However, it must be 
noted that this result is only based on one question, which does not reflect exactly the rate of use. 
What this item confirms is that the controllers knew how to use the Auto Transfer, but not the fact 
that some of them still did not like this service and the way it was implemented during simulation. 

The rate of use of the Auto Transfer, combined to controllers comments led us to conclude that the 
Auto-Transfer service in its current configuration was not very much used by the controllers. 
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Figure 11:  Mean usage rating for CASCADE Stream 1 services 

6.2.3.2. Usage of PPD 

As mentioned in section 4.4.1.1, the PPD usage could not be analysed through objective data. 
Consequently, the usage was only assessed through questionnaire subjective ratings. Average 
usage ratings were calculated on the basis of controllers answers to questionnaires items. For 
PPD, two items were used to calculate the TC usage rating and two for the PC usage rating. The 
TC items were the following: 

• “As a TC, I take the pilot preferences (i.e. preferred FL and speed) into account and try to 
comply with them”. 

• “As a TC, I take the aircraft limits (i.e. max FL and min/max speed) into account when 
issuing instructions”. 

The PC items were the following: 

• “As a PC, I take the pilot preferences (i.e., preferred FL or speed) into account when 
planning traffic”. 

• “As a PC, I take the aircraft limits (i.e., max FL and min/max speed) into account when 
planning traffic”. 

Observations during the runs showed that the controllers used the PPD information to comply with 
pilot preferences essentially when they had time. Controllers comments reflected that the PPD 
information was appreciated and occasionally used by the controllers in non time-critical situations, 
when they had time to issue instruction (tactical controller) or to plan traffic (planning controllers) 
but not regularly. 

No significant role effect on the usage of the PPD services was measured. 
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6.2.3.3. Usage of ADD 

As mentioned in section 4.4.1.1, the ADD usage could not be analysed through objective data. 
Consequently, the usage was only assessed through questionnaire subjective ratings. For ADD, 
one item was used to calculate the TC usage rating and one for the PC usage rating. The TC item 
was: 

• “When working as TC, I used the information related to ADD regularly”. 

The PC item was: 

• “When working as PC, I used the information related to ADD regularly”. 

Results (Figure 11) show that the controllers did not clearly answer if they used the ADD services 
or not. The mean rating (close to 0) provides no real information. However, the wording of the 
question might be questioned. It is not clear whether the controllers replied to the first part of the 
question (“I used the information related to ADD”) or to the second “regularly”. Their comments 
related to the utility and usability of ADD services suggest that some of the information were useful 
(current heading), but other needed to be improved (e.g. track modified into heading, absolute 
heading modified into relative heading). They all agree on the occasional utility of these services. 

No significant role effect on usage of ADD services was measured. 

6.2.4. Synthesis on Acceptance 

The aircraft transfer was described as a complex and sensitive task, involving controllers’ 
responsibility and decision. Despite its usability, the Auto-Transfer in its current configuration was 
very rarely used (less than 10 % of total number of transfer, with 70 % of the transfers even made 
before the Auto-transfer trigger). The only interest was expressed in terms of reminder and safety 
net to avoid transfers omission. As a summary; the Auto-transfer service in its current configuration 
was not perceived as useful, not used and consequently not accepted by the controllers. 

The PPD service was well appreciated and considered as usable by most of controllers. Max/Min 
speed and Max FL provided a useful tool especially for PC, to plan correct flight level according to 
the traffic. Preferred FL and speed could be useful in non time critical situations, typically to avoid 
numerous pilot requests. However, the need was expressed to be informed (e.g. by a trigger) 
whenever the preferred values were modified during a flight. The PPD service was globally 
accepted by the controllers. 

Controllers’ feeling about ADD was reserved. Whereas the rate of climb/descent could help the 
tactical controllers for conflict resolution, the heading information requires improvements (e.g. 
relative heading, current heading). The permanent display of ADD information is useless and a 
source of information overload. If improved in accordance with controllers requirements, the ADD 
service is accepted. 

Based on the controllers comments and human factors experts assessment of the CASCADE 
Stream 1 services, an evaluation of the usability, utility and usage was performed. The Table 15 
summarises these results. A rating (on a six level scale, with 0 being “not at all” and 5 “extremely”) 
is proposed and complemented with the main observations. 
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Table 15:  Synthesis of the acceptance of CASCADE Stream 1 services 

  Auto-Transfer PPD ADD 

Guidance 

2/5 
- Trigger displayed 
only on selected label 
- Initiation not visible 
enough 
- Cancel not intuitive 

5/5  
- Access by 2 
different ways 
(clearance menu 
and extended label 
window) 

3/5  
- Empty name of field 
(hdg, speed and 
ROC/D) for non 
equipped aircraft 
- Square plot for 
ADS-B aircraft not 
visible enough  

Workload 

2/5 
- Relief from one click 
only 

5/5 
- 5 information well 
presented and 
gathered (FL and 
speed)  

1/5 
- Permanently 
displayed in selected 
label (overload) 

Usability 

Adaptability 

0/5 
- Initiation always 1 
minutes before the 
boundaries 
- Transfer always at 
sector boundaries 

2/5 
- No trigger if pilots’ 
preferences have 
been modified 

5/5 
- Change with aircraft 
evolution 

Risk 
management 

1/5 
- Impossible to take 
aircraft back (e.g. after 
a mistake) 
- Impossible to Auto-
Transfer aircraft after 
a cancel action 

- 4/5 
- Possible corrupted 
data (security issue) 

Consistency 

5/5 
- Consistent with 
DataLink and R/T 
transfer 

5/5 
- Consistency 
between the 2 
ways of 
presentation 

4/5 
- Hdg 360 = Hdg 00 

Usability 

Compatibility 
with controllers’ 
way of working  

1/5 
- Controllers want to 
transfer aircraft as 
soon as possible 
- Controllers want to 
keep the control of the 
transfer 

5/5 
- Displayed in 
clearance menu for 
TC 
- Displayed in 
extended label 
window for PC 

2/5 
- Controllers use 
relative heading (not 
absolute) for 
clearances. 
- Absolute heading is 
used for successive 
heading assignment 
- Question of 
responsibility if pilot 
overshoot original 
instruction 

Utility 0.5/5 
- Only useful as a 
reminder 
- Useful if omission of 
transfer (rarely 
happened) 

3/5 
- Aircraft limits 
useful 
- Preferred value 
depending on the 
airspace 
- Does not 
decrease workload 

2.5/5 
- Speed and ROC/D 
useful to check pilot 
actions 
- Heading not useful 
as implemented 
- Does not decrease 
workload 

Usage 0.5/5 
- Used for less than 
10% of transfer 

2/5 
- Used in non time 
critical 

2/5 
- Used in non time 
critical 
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6.3. WORKLOAD 

The controllers’ perception of workload is addressed through a combination of techniques: the 
instantaneous self assessment (ISA) box, the AIM workload questionnaire, the post experimental 
questionnaires and the controllers’ feedback collected during and after the runs. 

6.3.1. ISA Rating 

The Instantaneous Self-Assessment (ISA) is a technique originally developed by the UK Civil 
Aviation Authority to evaluate controllers’ subjective experienced workload, through periodic self-
report. ISA is a relatively unobtrusive real-time device, whose main advantages are its simplicity 
and the possibility it offers to collect continuous on-line measures of subjective workload.  

Similarly to ATWIT (Air Traffic Workload Input Technique, ISA is an online measure that requires 
controllers to indicate at set times, their perception of their current workload. Contrary to the AIM 
questionnaire, which tends to assess workload per task, ISA tends to cover the overall workload. 
Moreover, the continuous assessment of workload with ISA could enable variations along the 
experiment to be identified as opposed to the final assessment provided by the AIM questionnaire. 

As configured for this experiment, on each control position, a small box equipped with five buttons 
labelled “Very High”, “High”, “Fair”, “Low” and “Very Low” was available. Each controller received 
standardised instructions and training on the use of ISA during the experiment. At two minutes 
intervals throughout the measured exercises, the controller was prompted by a flashing red light to 
press one of the five buttons corresponding to his/her perceived workload during the previous two 
minutes. The light flashed for 30 seconds, during which the controller had to respond. At each 
interval a record was written of the button selected and the delay in responding so that by the end 
of the exercise a history was available about the variation of each controller’s perceived workload. 

Experience acquired during previous Eurocontrol simulations showed that the selection of either 
button 4 or 5 (respectively “high” or “very high”) for more than 40% of an exercise means that the 
participant is likely to reject the organisation. 

Figure 12 provides an overview of the percentage of buttons pressed reflecting a certain level of 
workload. These results are presented by roles (TC and PC) and by experimental conditions (No 
DL, Link2000+ and CASCADE Stream 1). 
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Figure 12:  Mean ISA estimated workload for all sessions 

Figure 12 shows that most of time (almost 75%), both TC and PC worked with normal (40%), low 
(35%) or very low (7%) level of workload. They spent in average almost 16% of time with high 
(15%) or very high (1%) level of workload, which is well below the 40% maximum limit. Globally, 
during the simulation the level of workload was acceptable and accepted by the controllers.  

No significant effect of the three experimental conditions (No DL, Link2000+, and CASCADE 
Stream 1) nor of the roles (TC and PC) on the perceived workload was measured. 

6.3.2. AIM Rating 

The following graphics are issued from the analysis of the ratings of the AIM questionnaire which 
has been filled at the end of each run. This questionnaire included three parts: 

• Assessment of “acceptable workload”: controllers had to rate if mental workload level for 
the task was acceptable (Yes or No). 

• Assessment of mental effort for each task (rating from 1 to 7). 

• Cause of workload: controllers had to rate the percentage of workload that was due to 
“system”, “traffic” and “other” factors. “Other” factors had to be listed and explained. 

Even though it was not the objective of the experiment, feedback was collected on the usability of 
the AIM questionnaire. Its complexity and length led to a last minute adaptation of the initial 
version. Typically, two main changes were made: (1) because of its similarity with the “mental 
effort”, the “task difficulty” dimension was removed; (2) to reduce the duration of the questionnaire 
filling, the cause of workload was rated for the overall activity instead of per task. 
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6.3.2.1. AIM Acceptable Workload 

For each of the nine controllers tasks, participants had to rate if “Yes” or “No” the level of mental 
effort perceived all along the run was acceptable. The results (Figure 13 and Figure 14) represent 
the percentage of “Yes” compared to the total number of answers. 
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Figure 13:  Mean percentage of workload acceptability for TC 

Acceptable workload as a PC (all sessions)
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Figure 14:  Mean percentage of workload acceptability for PC 
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Figure 13 and Figure 14 show a very good acceptability of workload for most of the controllers’ 
tasks. More than 90% of controllers judged that their workload was acceptable during the 
measured runs, whatever the condition or role. 

The task related to “Team awareness” and “Take account of and process information” were more 
demanding in Link2000+ condition (respectively F(2,144) = 3.09, p=0.048 and F(1,96) = 4.18, 
p = 0.044). 

It must be noted that despite these high scores on acceptability, difficulties to perform some tasks 
were observed during the runs, essentially due to high levels of workload. 

Two reasons can be identified to explain the surprising high level of acceptability of workload. 
Either the question might have been misinterpreted (“Is mental workload for the task acceptable” 
understood as “Did you manage to perform the task?”) or the question might have been perceived 
as a performance assessment. In the last case, when in a position to be judged, people have 
sometimes difficulties to recognise their own limitations. 
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6.3.2.2. AIM Mental Effort 

Controllers had to rate for each tasks the level of mental effort required from 1 (very low mental 
effort) to 7 (very high mental effort). 
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Figure 15:  Mean level of mental effort for each task for TC 
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Figure 16:  Mean level of mental effort for each task for PC 
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Results (Figure 15 and Figure 16) show quite a moderate level of workload during all runs: all 
values are between 2,7 and 4,2. A similar trend is observed for all tasks and both roles: mental 
effort seems comparable in baseline and CASCADE conditions, but slightly higher in Link2000+ 
condition. The most demanding task in all conditions seemed to be “build and maintain good 
situation awareness”. Some controllers rated it up to 7 (very high level), but still judged this mental 
effort acceptable, mainly because this task is considered as one of the most essential one in air 
traffic control. Some controllers mentioned that task sharing and the induced individual workload 
reduction is a key element to maintain a constant awareness of the situation without spending too 
much effort. It can be noted that in the CASCADE Stream 1 experiment, an additional task should 
have been assessed: the HMI management. According to both observers and participants, the 
demand in interface management in both Link2000+ and CASCADE Stream 1 conditions was very 
high, particularly when handling mixed fleet. The team awareness task is the less demanding in all 
conditions and for both the PC and the TC. Two explanations can be proposed. First, the 
controllers might have rated the team quality, which seemed from observers’ point of view actually 
good for all the teams. Second, the quality of the teamwork (ease of communication, agreed 
practices and working methods) resulted in facility to understand the other’s needs and activity, 
resulting in a reduced mental effort for team awareness. Last of all, the possibility for the PC to 
perform via the interface some of the TC tasks (e.g. transfer aircraft, issue instructions) contributes 
to manage and regulate workload between the two controllers. 

At a global level, there is no difference between TC and PC. 

ANOVAs made on each task showed a condition effect for “Take account of” and “Team 
awareness” tasks. The tasks were more demanding in Link2000+ condition than in No DataLink 
condition (respectively F(1,96) = 4.25, p = 0.042 and F(1,96) = 5.06, p=0.027) and than in 
CASCADE Stream 1 condition (respectively F(1,96) = 4.53, p=0.036 and F(1,96) = 4.14, 
p = 0.045). 

“Memory management” and “Build and maintain S.A.” have a higher level of mental workload in 
Link2000+ than in CASCADE condition while “Decision making” have a higher level of mental effort 
in Link2000+ than in No DataLink condition. As a result, in Link2000+ condition the mental 
workload for most of described tasks was higher than in the two other conditions. 
The chosen run plan (starting with Link2000+ condition before measuring the CASCADE condition) 
might have influenced the results. To assess this assumption, we analysed the distribution of the 
scores in all three conditions as a function of time. We considered together the TC and the PC 
mental effort ratings. 
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Figure 17:  Evolution of mental effort 

Figure 17 shows a training effect for all conditions: the level of mental effort slightly decreased with 
practice whatever the condition. However, these results also show that the runs in Link2000+ 
condition might have worked as training, leading to better scores with the CASCADE condition. 
Indeed, the level of mental effort for the last run with Link2000+ and for the first one in CASCADE 
Stream 1 condition were almost the same. This result could explain the slight difference in 
Link2000+ condition described above, as the Link2000+ condition required controllers to handle 
many new information with a new working method. 

As a result, the analysis of workload per task focuses on comparison between the conditions C 
(CASCADE Stream 1) and A (baseline). It must be noted that in most of the cases the differences 
between the ratings in the two conditions are very small. Consequently, the interpretation of these 
differences is also based on observations and controllers comments collected during the 
experiment. 

TC ratings: The multitasking dimension is rated higher with CASCADE services. This could be 
explained by the need to perform additional tasks, such as taking into account the additional 
information, interact correctly with the HMI and monitor closely aircraft transfer (either to anticipate 
the Auto-Transfer or to assess its correct functioning). To direct attention in condition with 
CASCADE is also rated higher possibly for three reasons: first, the controllers have much more 
information to take into account; second the numerous information clutter the screen and result in 
an additional task of finding the relevant information; third, the replacing of R/T communications by 
DataLink messages increases the need for active visual attention (as opposed to peripheral 
hearing of verbal messages). To take account of and process information is rated similarly in 
both conditions, possibly because the information overload is counterbalanced by its richness. The 
memory management is higher in CASCADE condition possibly due to the additional task of 
anticipating (and thus cancelling) the auto-transfers. Note that the abundance of information might 
have increased the controllers feeling of memory management demand, even though most of the 
information were permanently displayed on the screen. 
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To build and maintain SA was similar in both conditions. It can be stressed that even though the 
quantity of information increased the demand for information collection (SA level 1), their quality 
might have contributed to facilitate the interpretation of current and the anticipation of future 
situations (SA levels 2 and 3). The planning task was slightly more demanding, possibly because 
of the cost of considering more information. Whereas the decision making task should not be 
modified, the increase observed in the demand might be explained by the difficulties to implement 
the decisions made, typically when interacting with the HMI (see usability issues). The diagnosing 
and problem solving4 task illustrates the previous point (no impact of CASCADE stream 1 
condition). No change is observed in terms of team awareness. This can be explained by the 
replacement of verbal messages (inter-sector coordination) by interface–mediated coordination, 
permanently visible on the radar screen. 

PC ratings: The similarity of ratings for the multitasking is surprising. Indeed, the additional task 
of monitoring the TC activity was expected to increase the mental demand. However, the 
permanent availability of information (e.g. history windows) might enable the PC to organise his/her 
information taking thus adapting it to his/her workload level. No change in the direct attention and 
take account of and process information tasks is observed, possibly because the PC has more 
time to consult the new information. The reduction of the memory management demand in 
condition with CASCADE might be explained by the reduced need to remember information, which 
is permanently displayed (e.g. pilots preferences, issued instructions). The reduction of the build 
and maintain SA demand might be explained by the information continuous availability (e.g. 
updated labels, messages windows). No change is observed in the planning and decision 
making tasks. The diagnosing task has a reduced demand, possibly because more useful 
information are available (e.g. aircraft limitations, pilots preferences) to analyse the situation. The 
mental effort required by the team awareness task is not modified. 

6.3.2.3. Percentage of Workload 

Beyond assessing the workload per tasks, in the last part of the AIM questionnaire, the controllers 
were asked to attribute workload cause to three possibilities. They had to choose between: 

• “System”, which included for example design or tool use; 

• “Traffic”, which included for example its complexity, volume or weather; 

• “Others”, which had to be detailed. 

 

                                                 
4 The difference between these two tasks is not straightforward. This raises the issue of improving the AIM questionnaire, typically in re-
defining the task considered in order to avoid confusion between overlapping tasks (e.g. decision making and diagnosing, build SA and 
team awareness). The interface management, essential and extremely demanding in stripless environment should be added in the task 
list. 
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Figure 18:  Mean cause of workload for TC 
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Figure 19:  Mean cause of workload for PC 

The main cause of controllers’ workload was due to traffic for both roles and all conditions (Figure 
18 and Figure 19). Traffic caused almost 50% of the workload, system 43% and other factors 7%. 

ANOVAs made on these data show no condition nor role effect for “system”, “traffic” and “other”. 

The main reason for the higher score of system cause in Link2000+ and CASCADE condition was 
the handling of the mixed fleet (DataLink and Non DataLink equipped aircraft). It was difficult for 
some controllers to distinguish visually the aircraft. The most demanding action being for most of 
them was to make the correct input (input leading to message for DataLink equipped aircraft, but 
just updating the system for non DataLink equipped aircraft instructed via R/T com).  
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A lot of confusion was observed. In some cases, DataLink equipped aircraft were instructed by 
voice first, then when the controllers realised their equipage, DataLink messages were also sent. In 
other cases, non DataLink equipped aircraft were transferred via the interface (i.e. actually not 
transferred). System updating after a R/T call were also problematic, errors leading to cancelling 
and redoing most of the actions. All this confusion when managing the interface caused workload. 
Another cause of “system” induced workload was the platform technical problems (bugs). 

Difficulties due to information overload and to associated labels management might explain the 
workload caused by traffic. Indeed, the label overlapping is closely linked to the number of aircraft 
in a same sector area. The concentration of aircraft in small conflict areas often criticised by the 
controllers much increased their workload. Their lack of practice with very high level of traffic (due 
to low level of traffic in their respective centres) might also explain the difficulties encountered by 
some of the participants handling the 120% traffic load. 

The other cause of workload was generally the controllers’ lack of knowledge of the simulated 
airspace, waypoints, routes and airports. 

6.3.2.4. AIM Questionnaire Synthesis 

The overall workload level was acceptable in all conditions. The mental effort for all tasks was 
higher in the Link2000+ condition, but similar in baseline and CASCADE Stream 1 conditions. This 
result might be due to the chosen run plan where runs with Link2000+ might have worked as 
training for the CASCADE runs. The information provided by the new services had opposite 
consequences. On the one hand it increases the controllers workload in overloading the situation 
and increasing the cost of processing the information. On the other hand, it reduces the workload 
in facilitating the task thanks to richer sources of information and a resulting improved situation 
awareness. The main causes of workload were the system (e.g. lack of intuitiveness of the 
stripless HMI, lack of consistency in data input) and the traffic (including the traffic load, the 
complexity of the airspace, and of the flows). 

6.3.3. Impact of CASCADE Stream 1 Services on Workload 

Before reporting the controllers feedback on CASCADE Stream 1 services, and even though it was 
not the main object of the present study, feedback related to the impact of DataLink on controller 
workload is reported here. 

Controllers agreed that the use of data link reduces TC workload in reducing the number of R/T 
calls. However, they felt that this was counterbalanced with the PC loss of situation awareness in 
the absence of party line. To tackle the PC difficulties to follow the TC actions, more intra-team 
communications were required. This additional task required to maintain a good level of situation 
awareness increased the TC and PC workload. The use of DataLink also increases the risks of 
information overload with the possibility for controllers to receive simultaneously multiple DataLink 
messages. Indeed, without party line, the pilots lack information and can no longer be aware of the 
controller workload, thus adapting their communications to the controllers’ availability. 

It can be noted that the workload increase observed with DataLink might be a training issue. The 
controllers thought that with more training and a clearer definition of task repartition, the workload 
could be reduced with DataLink and with CASCADE services. 
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Figure 20 provides an overview of the tactical and planning controllers’ feelings in terms of 
workload induced by each CASCADE Stream 1 services. The rate goes from -2 (very low level of 
workload) to +2 (very high level of workload). Average ratings were calculated on the basis of 
controllers’ answers to the post experimental questionnaire items. 
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Figure 20:  Mean workload rating for CASCADE Stream 1 services

6.3.3.1. Impact of the Auto-Transfer 

The item used to calculate the impact of the Auto transfer on TCs’ workload was the following: 

• “With the service for Automatic transfer of an aircraft, the TC's workload decreases”. 

The Auto-Transfer has no real impact on the TC workload (Error! Reference source not found.). 
Compared to manual transfers, the Auto-transfer relieves the controllers from only one click, and 
so does not free up much time. However, because they doubted its correct functioning, the 
controllers spent a lot of time checking how it worked. One controller mentioned that they “have to 
check if the transfer was done correctly”. As a result, they felt that the Auto-Transfer, as it was 
proposed in this simulation, might not reduce their workload. 

6.3.3.2. Impact of PPD 

The item used to calculate the impact of PPD on TC’s workload was the following: 

• “With the PPD information, the TC's workload decreases.” 

The item used to calculate the impact of PPD on PC’s workload was the following: 

• “With the PPD information, the PC's workload decreases”. 

The impact of the PPD service on workload is not clear (Figure 20). For the controllers, PPD can in 
some cases reduce workload: for example, when the TC wants to know pilots’ preferred level, the 
PPD services avoids explicit calls. The availability of the PPD on the PC screen might also reduce 
the need to interrupt TC when searching information. However, the impact of PPD on TC and PC’s 
workload is very limited because it is used essentially when they have free time. Note that even if a 
slight difference is observed between TC and PC, T-test does not show a statistical difference. 
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6.3.3.3. Impact of ADD 

The 2 items used to calculate the impact of ADD on TC’s workload were the following: 

• “The ADD service lowers workload for the TC”. 

• “The ADD service will yield a reduction in R/T”. 

The item used to calculate the impact of PPD on PC’s workload was the following: 

• “The ADD service lowers workload for the PC”. 

Figure 20 shows that ADD service provides more benefits than the 2 other CASCADE Stream 1 
services in terms of workload. For the controllers, ADD can reduce the workload, and more 
specially the TC workload. Indeed, the ADD service is seen as a tactical tool, enabling the TC first 
to collect information on the traffic and second to assess the correct execution of instructions. In 
avoiding request via R/T calls (e.g. “what is your rate of climb”, “what is your current speed”), the 
ADD information reduces the number of R/T calls and consequently the frequency occupation. In 
addition, the ADD service also contributes to reducing the PC workload. Typically, in providing 
information on aircraft coming from adjacent sectors, it replaces telephone calls to planning 
controllers from other centres. 

Finally, as for PPD, a T-test made on these data shows no role effect. 

6.3.4. Synthesis on Workload 

There was no general impact of CASCADE Stream 1 services on controllers’ workload (neither 
increase nor decrease). The controllers thought that because they did not trust it nor use it, the 
Auto-Transfer service in its current configuration, did not decrease their workload. The impact of 
PPD and ADD services on controllers’ workload consisted in a reduction of the frequency 
occupation. However, this positive impact was very limited because of their occasional utility. 

The overall workload perceived by the controllers was acceptable all along the simulation for all 
experimental conditions. The participants spent 75% of time with normal or low level of workload. 
The Link2000+ condition seemed to slightly increase controllers’ workload. Most of controllers’ 
workload was due to information overload, to high level of traffic to be controlled with a new 
interface in an unknown airspace. The main factor of workload for participant was the mixed 
environment (DataLink and non DataLink equipped aircraft). It was demanding to distinguish 
aircraft and stressful to make the correct input for both types of aircraft. 

The most demanding task in all conditions was to build and maintain good situation awareness 
during the runs. The complexity of the situation with mixed fleet led to higher mental efforts to 
understand the situation. As a result, the task sharing and intra-team communications required with 
Link2000+ and CASCADE conditions to clarify the situations increased their workload and 
consequently reduced the gain in frequency occupation. 
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6.4. SITUATION AWARENESS 

The following results assess the planning and tactical controllers’ understanding of the situation in 
the CASCADE stream 1 condition in comparison with other conditions (NoDL and Link2000+). 

Note that detailed figures for each question are presented in annex. 

6.4.1. SASHA Rating 

The quantitative data relative to situation awareness are derived from SASHA questionnaires 
which were collected at the end of each runs. The rate goes from -2 (poor situation awareness) to 
+2 (very good situation awareness). 

The SASHA questionnaires were composed of two main parts: questions relative to situation 
awareness in general (e.g. “did you have the feeling that you were ahead of the traffic and able to 
predict the evolution of the traffic”, “finally, how would you rate your overall situation awareness 
during this exercise?”) and questions dedicated to CASCADE Stream 1 services. Note that the 
second category of questions was asked only after runs in condition with CASCADE. 

To get an overall assessment of situation awareness in the three conditions, we first calculated the 
controllers average ratings to the first category of questions. Results (Figure 21) show quite a good 
level of situation awareness in all conditions. The level of situation awareness seems comparable 
in baseline condition and in CASCADE condition, but lower in condition Link2000+ (F(2,932) = 
5.91, p=0.003). No effect of role is identified, possibly because the loss of party line was 
compensated by the permanent availability of information on controllers’ working position (e.g. in 
the label, in the message windows). The lower scores in the Link2000+ condition might be related 
to the controllers’ lack of practice and lack of familiarity with the interface. 

Observations all along the simulation are in line with SASHA ratings. Even if, as they said, the 
controllers had a lack of knowledge of the traffic and simulated sectors, overall results show that 
their understanding of the situation was quite good during the simulation. Similarly, the pseudo-
pilots’ errors and the time spent to “deconflict” labels might also have impaired their situation 
awareness. It can be noted that these problems were observed in all conditions. The reduced 
number of verbal communications contributed to a feeling of reduced involvement, which might 
have also reduced the controllers situation awareness. 
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Figure 21:  Overall situation awareness rating 

To have a more specific assessment of the impact of the CASCADE Stream 1 services on situation 
awareness, we analysed controllers’ rating to the second category of SASHA questions (items 7 to 
15). 

Figure 22 represents the mean values of S.A. obtained. Compared to overall results (Figure 21), 
the level of S.A. resulting from the use of CASCADE Stream 1 services is much lower, even 
though it is still acceptable. The T-tests made on overall results and on each CASCADE services 
(see annex) show no role effect. 
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Figure 22:  CASCADE situation awareness 
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Figure 23, Figure 24 and Figure 25 provide the distribution of individual ratings of question 9 (“did 
the PPD help you to have a better understanding of the situation”), 12 (“did the ADD help you to 
have a better understanding of the situation”) and 15 (“did the Auto-Transfer help you to have a 
better understanding of the situation”) of the SASHA questionnaire. These specific questions 
assessed the contribution of each CASCADE Stream 1 services for building and maintaining the 
situation awareness. 

Auto-Transfer 

Figure 23 shows that the Auto-Transfer, as it was proposed in this simulation, was not very useful 
for the TC to maintain a good situation awareness: more than 50% of participants thought that 
Auto-Transfer never helped them to have a better understanding of the situation. The usefulness of 
the Auto-Transfer for the PC situation awareness is even lower: more than 75% of the participants 
considered it was never or not often useful for situation awareness. 

Controllers comments and observations along the simulation suggest that the main reason was 
certainly the mental effort required by the Auto-Transfer (e.g. to ensure that the aircraft are 
transferred manually, to assess the correct functioning of the Auto-Transfer), which was 
detrimental to building and maintaining an overall situation awareness. The Auto-Transfer does not 
impact on the situation awareness, but the time lost monitoring it can no longer be used to monitor 
and analyse the overall situation. 

It can be noted that in real working environment, the aircraft transfer does not require too much 
attention from the controllers, nor impact too much on their situation awareness. Indeed, in real 
environment, an impaired situation awareness of the aircraft to be transferred might lead to a 
transfer omission, which most probably will lead to a request from the next sector. Last of all, as 
stressed by the controllers, not only the manual transfer requires only a single click, but its 
occurrence can also be decided by the controller at the most appropriate moment. This own 
regulation of work is no longer possible with Auto-Transfer occurring systematically at a fixed 
moment. As a result, with the Auto-Transfer function active, the controllers end up in a race against 
the automatism, instead of adapting their actions to the demand of the situation. 

Moreover, it can be noted that the Auto-Transfer, as it was proposed in this simulation, even 
worsened the planning controllers S.A. This result can be due to the fact that the Auto-Transfer 
reduces the possibility for the PC to follow what the TC did. Indeed, if with DataLink the PC did not 
hear the transfer made via the interface, he/she could still see it. But with the Auto-Transfer, the 
PC has no more information about the action of transfer. 
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Figure 23:  Impact of Auto-Transfer on S.A 
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ADD and PPD 

Unlike the Auto-Transfer, but in accordance with their utility ratings, both ADD and PPD were 
considered by the participants as possibly helping to maintain a good situation awareness (Figure 
24 and Figure 25). Both services were considered in 75% useful to get a better understanding of 
the situation. 

Controllers comments and our observations suggest that the ADD service directly contributes to 
the maintaining of situation awareness in providing feedback on the execution of instructions by the 
pilots. Typically, the awareness of the speed or of the heading selected enables the controllers to 
check that the pilots are executing the correct action. Even though the service can be improved in 
taking into account the various flight modes (i.e. managed versus manual), it is a first step towards 
safety. The criticised usability of ADD, and more particularly the information display might impair 
the situation awareness, in introducing confusion and information overload in high density areas. 

Controllers comments show that the PPD service provides relevant information to both the TC (e.g. 
ROC/D, aircraft limitations) and the PC (pilots preferences). The improved situation awareness 
enables the PC to efficiently plan the traffic and the TC to issue appropriate instructions. In 
addition, because of the usability and perceived quality of the information, the controllers did not 
lose too much time assessing or looking for them. Their readability and meaningfulness also 
facilitate the building and maintaining of situation awareness. In addition, the reduction of R/T calls 
relative to pilots preferences might increase TC availability for situation awareness updating. 
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Figure 24:  Impact of ADD on S.A 
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Figure 25:  Impact of PPD on S.A 

6.4.2. Post-Experimental Questionnaire 

Two items from the post-experimental questionnaire were focusing on the contribution of Auto-
Transfer to S.A: 

• “The automatic transfer of aircraft makes it more difficult for the TC to know which aircraft 
she/he has still on the frequency”. 

• “In some cases, I was confused whether an aircraft was automatically transferred to the 
next sector or not”. 

The rating scale ranges from -2 (very poor situation awareness) to +2 (very good situation 
awareness). 
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Figure 26:  Mean of S.A rating for Auto-Transfer 
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Figure 26 shows that the controllers are quite undecided regarding the impact of the Auto-Transfer 
on their S.A. In some cases of degraded S.A., the controllers thought that the Auto-Transfer can be 
useful if they omit to transfer an aircraft. However, because the Auto-Transfer information was not 
displayed appropriately, the controllers had to check continuously if it was working correctly. 

6.4.3. Synthesis on Situation Awareness 

Results from the SASHA questionnaire showed that during the simulation, the controllers’ situation 
awareness was quite good in all three conditions, even though a bit lower in the Link2000+ 
condition. The gain in availability (reduced frequency occupation, see section 6.6.1) did not result 
in improved situation awareness. The controllers’ understanding of the situation might have been 
impaired by the complexity of the traffic and of the airspace. The lack of knowledge of the airspace 
might have impaired the quality of the information collection and of the resulting situation 
awareness. Difficulties to interact with the interface and to manage the labels might have also 
reduced the level of situation awareness. The reduced number of verbal communications also 
contributed to a feeling of reduced involvement, which might have also reduced the controllers 
situation awareness. 

As shown in the SASHA answers dedicated to CASCADE Stream 1 services, the impact of the 
CASCADE services on the controllers situation awareness was positive, but limited. The Auto-
Transfer service decreased the controllers’ level of S.A., in monopolizing the controllers cognitive 
resources: too far from their current practices and not reliable enough, this service was 
continuously checked by the controllers. The PPD service can potentially increase the controllers’ 
S.A. in providing appropriate (useful and usable) information to both TC and PC. The ADD service 
also contributes to maintain a good situation awareness in providing useful information. However, 
to avoid confusion, information overload and their consequences on controllers’ availability, the 
ADD information location and display should be improved. 

6.5. SAFETY 

Note that all the safety related issues have been taken in charge by the EEC safety expert. 

However, to support potential work from analysis expert, measures of losses of separation and 
analysis of post runs safety ratings are proposed in the present section. 

6.5.1. Losses of Separation 

The number of losses of separation that occurred during the simulation, for all 3 conditions (No DL, 
Link2000+ and CASCADE Stream 1) was calculated. A loss of separation occurred if: 

• vertical separation between two aircraft < 1000 feet and, 
• horizontal separation between two aircraft < 5NM. 

Each loss of separation is classified as a function of its severity. Three degrees of severity of an 
incident, namely minor, serious and very serious can be defined in terms of proximity between the 
involved aircraft. The proximity indicator (denoted Aircraft Proximity Index or API) provides a 
measure of the severity of an incident as a function of vertical and horizontal separation between 
the aircraft. The possible values that the API can have ranges from 0 if there is no loss of 
separation between the two aircraft concerned up to 100 if there is a collision between the two 
aircraft concerned. More details on the calculation of API and on the three categories are provided 
in annex. 
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Figure 27:  Number of losses of separation for all sessions 

According to Figure 27 and ANOVA, there was no effect of condition on the number of losses of 
separation: the number of losses of separation was similar in the 3 experimental conditions. 

There was on average 7 losses of separation for each experimental condition, which corresponds 
to 1 loss of separation every 2 runs. It can be noted that 55% of the losses of separation were 
minor and 15% were very serious. 

At first sight, the frequency of 1 losses of separation for each 2 runs seems to be very dangerous. 
However, Table 16 shows that 5 out of 8 losses of separation happened during a same run. 
Because this run was the first measured run, the losses of separation can be associated to a lack 
of familiarity with the HMI and with DataLink services. 

Losses of separations were in some cases due to other factors than the performance of the 
controllers on measured positions. For instance, the controllers on feed positions sometimes forgot 
to make correct instructions and some pseudo-pilots mistakes resulted in losses of separation (e.g. 
turning right instead of left after an instruction for separation, resulting in an increase of its 
severity). 
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Table 16:  Detailed table of runs with losses of separation. Figures in blue do not correspond to controllers 
errors (e.g. pseudo-pilot errors) 

 Run number Losses of 
separation Severity (API) 

3 (session 1) 1 83.9 

9 (session 1) 1 8.1 
10 (session 1) 1 0.2 
14 (session 1) 1 3.5 

2 (session 2) 1 7.7 

9 (session 2) 1 10.9 

No DataLink  

Total 6 - 

1 (session 1) 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

0.5 
2.6 
3.4 
0.4 
0.5 

7 (session 1) 1 0.0 
1 (session 2) 1 6.6 
7 (session 2) 1 13.4 

Link2000+  

Total 8 - 

11 (session 1) 1 
1 

47.3 
0.0 

11 (session 2) 1 0.6 
13 (session 2) 1 45.3 

16 (session 2) 1 
1 

16.3 
1.3 

CASCADE 
Stream 1 

Total 6  
 
To go a step further, provide a deeper analysis, on the basis of runs replays, an expert controller 
performed a deeper analysis of each loss of separation in terms of causes and contexts of 
occurrence. Table 17 shows that seven losses of separation out of 20 were due to pseudo-pilots 
errors and two could not be analysed (simulator problems). Based on the subject matter expert 
analysis, the pseudo-pilot errors were considered as not relevant. 

As a result, eleven losses of separation were considered: four occurred in No Link2000+ condition, 
six in Link2000+ and one in CASCADE Stream 1 condition. 
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Table 17:  Description of situations leading to losses of separation 

 Controller error 
 Same route 

and opposite 
direction 

Opposite 
parallel track 

Crossing 
traffic 

Other 

Number 0 1 3 2 

No DL 

Explanation  - ROC very 
slow 

- Vertical 
separation not 
sufficient 
- Horizontal 
separation not 
sufficient (not 
spotted by 
controllers) 
-Turn not 
sufficient 

- Possible 
pilot error 

Number 2 2 2 2 

Link2000+ 

Explanation - Aircraft 
faster than 
other 
- Cleared to 
climb quite 
late 

- Climb 
without 
maintaining 
required 
horizontal 
separation 

- Turn not 
sufficient 
-Turn not 
sufficient and 
too late 

- Possible 
pilot error 

Number 0 1 0 3 + 2 

CASCADE 
Stream1 

Explanation  - ROC very 
slow 

 - Possible 
pilot error (3) 
- Unable to 
replay 
- Possible 
system 
problem with 
an aircraft 

6.5.2. Safety Rating 

After each measured run, participants were asked to indicate their experienced level of safety on a 
three point rating scale with the levels: (1) low, (2) moderate, and (3) high. 
Figure 28 shows that the level of safety comfort was quite high during the simulation. No significant 
effect of conditions nor of role on the level of safety was measured. 
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Figure 28:  Mean level of Safety comfort 
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6.5.3. Controller Feedback on Safety 

Controllers feedback on the impact of the CASCADE Stream 1 services on safety was collected 
during debriefing and through comments in the post-experimental questionnaires. The controllers 
in general thought that the Auto-Transfer could in some cases decrease the level of safety if the 
aircraft were automatically transferred during a conflict resolution (“It can be very dangerous”, “(I) 
switch it off, if doing a separation”). In such a situation, what increases the risk is the impossibility 
for controllers to get an aircraft back once it has been transferred automatically. In terms of safety, 
the controllers describe the Auto-Transfer trigger as a safety net, reminding them of the need to 
transfer an aircraft, thus contribution to the avoidance of transfer omission. 

PPD information and especially the provision of the aircraft limitations could potentially increase 
the level of safety, in avoiding unfeasible instructions to be issued. As a result, time would no 
longer be lost re-issuing feasible instructions. However, controllers expressed curiosity regarding 
the origin of these limitations. One has to ensure that those are real limitations rather than pilots 
preferences. 

Finally, controllers thought that the ADD services can potentially increase safety in working as a 
useful tool to check the correct clearance execution. 

6.5.4. Synthesis on Safety 

According to the controllers, the different experimental conditions (No DL, Link2000+ and 
CASCADE Stream 1) had no impact on the level of safety. The participants felt quite a high level of 
safety comfort during the simulation in all conditions. 

In the No DL, Link2000+ and CASCADE Stream 1 conditions, 20 losses of separation were initially 
identified (resp. 6, 8, 6). After the filtering of pseudo-pilots errors, eleven losses of separation were 
considered: four occurred in No DL condition, six in Link2000+ and one in CASCADE Stream 1 
condition. 

The experimental conditions had a slight impact on the number of losses of separation: four were 
observed in No DL condition, six in Link2000+ condition and one in CASCADE Stream 1 condition. 
It must be noted that most of the losses of separation were minor. Two points must be raised: five 
out of the eight serious losses of separation occurred in the first measured run and some errors 
were due to feeder or to pseudo-pilots errors. 

Regarding the CASCADE stream 1 services, no real improvement of safety is identified. PPD and 
ADD information can potentially increase safety in avoiding useless tasks to be performed and the 
execution of instructions to be checked. The Auto-Transfer service is perceived as a potential 
source of danger, typically if it occurs at a non-appropriate moment. 

6.6. CAPACITY 

In order to assess the impact of the experimental conditions (NO DL, Link2000+and CASCADE 
Stream 1 services) on capacity, two types of communications with aircraft have been analysed. 

The following section provides analysis of the number and duration of R/T calls and of DataLink 
messages for each condition. 
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6.6.1. R/T Communications with Aircraft 

Radio-telecommunications between tactical controllers and pilots were systematically recorded. 
Both the number and the duration of these communications were logged and associated to their 
emitter and received. It can be noted that the overall frequency occupation (including, but not 
distinguishing between tactical controller and pilots) can also be available if analysing what the 
planning controller heard. 

6.6.1.1. Duration of R/T Calls 

Despite technical problems encountered during the simulation, the overall frequency occupation 
could be measured on all runs, except the run number 12. For one shorter run (45 minutes instead 
of 60), the overall frequency occupation was extrapolated from the one measured over the 
recorded period. 

The mean frequency occupation per condition and per role was calculated over 35 runs. Figure 29 
shows that the mean frequency occupation was 38% (23 minutes over 60) in No Link2000+ 
condition which seems to be realistic considering traffic and airspace structure. 

Moreover, Figure 29 shows a large condition effect for the TC and the pilots, which is statistically 
significant (F(2,144) = 11.29, p<0.0001). The mean frequency occupation was higher in No 
DataLink condition than in two other conditions (Link2000+ and CASCADE Stream 1) which are 
statistically equal. The tactical controllers and the pilots spent twice as long on the frequency in No 
DataLink condition (23 minutes) than in Link2000+ condition (11 minutes) and than in CASCADE 
Stream 1 condition (10 minutes). There was no role effect. 
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Figure 29:  Mean frequency occupation per run 

These results were certainly due to the level of aircraft equipment in each condition (0% of 
DataLink aircraft in No DataLink condition and 70% of DataLink aircraft in Link2000+ and 
CASCADE Stream 1 conditions). Indeed, in No DataLink condition only voice clearances were 
available unlike the two others conditions where a second means of communication was available 
with DataLink messages. 
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6.6.1.2. Number of R/T Calls 

Due to technical problems, the number of R/T communications was calculated only for one of the 
two sectors. Because they were not supposed to communicate with aircraft, the planning 
controllers data were not considered. The Figure 30 provides the mean number of R/T calls per 
run, for one sector over a 60 minutes period. 
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Figure 30:  Mean number of R/T calls per run 

Figure 30 shows a large difference between the mean number of R/T calls in No DataLink 
condition and in the two other conditions for TC and pilot. This large effect is statistically significant 
(F(2,144) = 12.27, p<0.0001). Results are consistent with the mean frequency occupation: there 
were almost twice as much R/T calls in the No DataLink condition (198 calls) than in Link2000+ 
condition (98 calls) and CASCADE Stream 1 condition (88 calls). Figure 30 also shows a slight 
difference between Link2000+ (98 R/T calls) and CASCADE Stream 1 conditions (88 R/T calls) but 
ANOVA made on these data shows no statistical difference. 

This is certainly due to the fact that in No DataLink condition, all instructions and all pilots requests 
were made only by voice, whereas in Link2000+ and in CASCADE Stream 1 conditions where 
70% of aircraft were DataLink equipped, controllers and pilot communications were either via R/T 
or via DataLink messages. 

The introduction of DataLink communications led to dividing by two the total number of R/T calls. 
The same reduction is observed for controllers and pilots. There was no significant role effect on 
the number of R/T calls. This result seems logical, as each controller message (instruction, 
clearance, information request) is usually followed by a pilot answer (readback, answer) and 
reciprocally. However, difference between TC and pilot was larger in No DataLink condition than in 
two other conditions. In No DataLink condition the pilots made almost 16 R/T calls more than the 
TC. This result means that more than 8% of R/T calls from pilots did not receive any answer from 
the tactical controllers. 

Finally, when combining mean number of R/T calls with overall frequency occupation, we obtain a 
mean message duration of 3.5 seconds, which seems realistic. 
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6.6.2. DataLink Communication with Aircraft 

DataLink services were available for 70% of aircraft in Link2000+ and CASCADE Stream1 
condition. Unfortunately, DataLink messages sent could not always be associated to their answers 
in the system logs. As a result, the mean duration of DataLink messages could not be calculated. 
Thus, only mean number of DataLink messages were analysed in this section. 

6.6.2.1. Number of DataLink Messages 

Figure 31 provides the mean number of DataLink messages per experimental condition 
(Link2000+ and CASCADE Stream 1) and per role (TC, PC and pilot) for both sessions. 

The mean number of DataLink messages gathers: 

• For TC and PC: All clearances made by DataLink (Flight Level, Direct, Heading), Assume 
aircraft and DataLink transfer. It should be noted that Auto-Transfers were not counted as 
DataLink messages because they were not initiated by controllers; 

• For pilot: All requests made by DataLink, and all replies to clearances were counted. 

The mean number was similar in Link2000+ and CASCADE Stream 1 conditions (Figure 31). 
When focusing on the pilot, a slight (but not significant) difference is noted between the conditions. 
Even though, they were not supposed to send DataLink messages, the planning controllers 
occasionally assumed and transferred aircraft via DataLink. 

 

Figure 31:  Mean number of DataLink messages 
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1. CONCLUSIONS 

A real time experiment was conducted between May 23rd and June 17th 2005 to present three 
CASCADE Stream 1 services to controllers, obtain a feedback on these services, and get a first 
assessment of their operational benefits. The airspace was composed of two measured sectors, 
each manned by a TC and a PC working in a stripless environment. 

The experiment was built around three experimental variables: the data link services available (no 
DL, Link2000+ and CASCADE Stream 1), the controller role (TC and PC) and the sector manned. 
Several measurement techniques were used to assess controllers' performance and behaviours. 
Scores on all measures were collected for all measured runs and compared for each level of the 
experimental variables. 

The experiment was decomposed in two sessions of two weeks, each involving two groups of 8 
European controllers. Each group of participants had a total of 10 training exercises and 18 
measured exercises. 

The four dimensions assessed were the controllers familiarisation with the services, the 
acceptance of the services, the impact of the services on controller workload, situation awareness 
and on safety and capacity. 

A series of lessons could be learnt in terms of controllers’ learning process prior to a simulation. 
The first pre-requisite is controllers’ knowledge and previous experience with the simulation 
environment itself (type of airspace, traffic level, type of HMI). The second pre-requisite is a 
stepwise training enabling controllers to be gradually exposed to more and more complexity. In the 
present experiment, during the second session, this consisted in focusing successively on the 
airspace description, on DataLink services and finally on CASCADE Stream 1 services, with a 
gradual increase of traffic level. At the end of the training sessions, all the participants felt familiar 
enough with the various services. 

In terms of acceptance, the results depend on the service. Despite its usability, the Auto-Transfer 
in its current configuration was very rarely used: less than 10 % of total number of transfer, with 70 
% of the transfers even made before the Auto-Transfer trigger. The only interest was expressed in 
terms of reminder and safety net to avoid transfers omission. As a summary; the Auto-Transfer 
service was not perceived as useful, not used and consequently not accepted by the controllers. 
The PPD service was well appreciated and considered as usable by most of controllers. Max/Min 
speed and Max FL provided a useful tool especially for PC, to plan correct flight level according to 
the traffic. Preferred values (FL and speed) could be useful in non time critical situations, typically 
to avoid numerous pilot requests. However, the need was expressed to be informed (e.g. by a 
trigger) whenever the preferred values were modified during a flight. The PPD service was globally 
accepted by the controllers. Controllers’ feeling about ADD was reserved. Whereas the rate of 
climb/descent could help the tactical controllers for conflict resolution, the heading information 
requires improvements (e.g. relative heading, current heading). The permanent display of ADD 
information is useless and a source of information overload. If improved in accordance with 
controllers requirements, the ADD service is accepted. 

There was no general impact of CASCADE Stream 1 services on controllers’ workload (neither 
increase nor decrease). The controllers thought that because they did not trust it nor use it, the 
Auto-Transfer service did not decrease their workload.  
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The impact of PPD and ADD services on controllers’ workload consisted in a reduction of the 
frequency occupation. However, this positive impact was very limited because of their occasional 
utility. The overall workload perceived by the controllers was acceptable all along the simulation for 
all experimental conditions. The participants spent 75% of time with normal or low level of 
workload.  

The Link2000+ condition seemed to slightly increase controllers’ workload. Most of controllers’ 
workload was due to information overload, to high level of traffic to be controlled with a new 
interface in an unknown airspace. The main factor of workload for participant was the mixed 
environment (DataLink and non DataLink equipped aircraft). It was demanding to distinguish 
aircraft and stressful to make the correct input for both types of aircraft. The most demanding task 
in all conditions was to build and maintain good situation awareness during the runs. The 
complexity of the situation with mixed fleet led to higher mental efforts to understand the situation. 
As a result, the task sharing and intra-team communications required with Link2000+ and 
CASCADE Stream 1 conditions to clarify the situations increased their workload and consequently 
reduced the gain in frequency occupation. 

During the simulation, the controllers’ situation awareness was quite good in all three conditions, 
even though a bit lower in the Link2000+ condition. The gain in availability (reduced frequency 
occupation) did not result in improved situation awareness. The controllers’ understanding of the 
situation might have been impaired by the complexity of the traffic and of the airspace. The lack of 
knowledge of the airspace might have impaired the quality of the information collection and of the 
resulting situation awareness. Difficulties to interact with the interface and to manage the labels 
might have also reduced the level of situation awareness. The reduced number of verbal 
communications also contributed to a feeling of reduced involvement, which might have also 
reduced the controllers situation awareness. The impact of the CASCADE services on the 
controllers situation awareness was positive, but limited. The Auto-Transfer service decreased the 
controllers’ level of S.A., in monopolizing the controllers cognitive resources: too far from their 
current practices and not reliable enough, this service was continuously checked by the controllers 
because they doubted its correct functioning. The PPD service can potentially increase the 
controllers’ S.A. in providing appropriate (useful and usable) information to both TC and PC. The 
ADD service also contributes to maintain a good situation awareness in providing useful 
information. However, to avoid confusion, information overload and their consequences on 
controllers’ availability, the ADD information location and display should be improved. 

According to the controllers, the different experimental conditions (No DL, Link2000+ and 
CASCADE Stream 1) had no impact on the level of safety. The participants felt quite a high level 
of safety comfort during the simulation in all conditions. The experimental conditions had no impact 
on the number of losses of separation. Even though almost 7 losses of separation were observed 
for each experimental condition, most of them were minor. Two points must be raised: 5 out of the 
8 losses of separation which occurred during the Link condition, were actually observed during the 
first measured run and some conflicts were due to feeder or to pseudo-pilots errors. Regarding the 
CASCADE stream 1 services, no real improvement of safety is identified. PPD and ADD 
information can potentially increase safety in avoiding useless tasks to be performed and the 
execution of instructions to be checked. The Auto-Transfer service is perceived as a potential 
source of risk, typically if it occurs at a non-appropriate moment. 

In terms of capacity, the large benefits of DataLink in terms of reduction of the frequency 
occupation (50%) are still observed when introducing the CASCADE Stream 1 services. 
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7.2. RECOMMANDATIONS 

7.2.1. Training 

Most of the participants had no previous knowledge, nor experience of the DataLink services. As a 
result, the training was not only aimed at acquiring familiarisation with the new services, but also to 
learn basic services. The short duration of the training session could be compensated with a better 
structure of the training session. With the introduction of new airspace, HMI features and way of 
working, training of controllers is a key element for future simulation. For future experiments, the 
familiarisation of controllers with baseline conditions should be ensured prior to the experiment. A 
typical method could consist in involving the controllers in pre-acceptance sessions, where they 
could be trained with the airspace, the interface, the baseline conditions and the level of traffic. For 
a deeper assessment of the impact of the new services, the training conducted prior to the 
measured runs could be more focused on familiarisation with the new features. In addition, daily 
briefing summarising what has been seen (good and bad practices), clarifying open issues and 
answering to controllers questions could be proposed. 

7.2.2. Simulation Environment 

Controllers agreed that the simulation enabled them to obtain a good understanding of the 
CASCADE Stream 1 services despite the platform technical problems. However controllers 
required some improvements of the simulation environment. First, the simulated airspace was not 
appropriate to correctly evaluate the CASCADE Stream 1 services. The traffic flows were not 
distributed evenly over the sector (e.g. in the northwest part of SW) and there were too many 
airways and cross-points. These limitations impaired the controllers performance in introducing 
difficulties to monitor. The number of traffic samples (3) was too limited and led to controllers soon 
know the traffic, expect, anticipate and easily solve the conflicts. Despite its complexity, the traffic 
did not enable controllers to assess properly all CASCADE benefits. Typically, more complex 
situations, with more climbing and descending aircraft were required. To be even more realistic, 
pilots requests should be more numerous. In terms of technical improvements, the need for an 
efficient anti-overlap tool was strongly expressed. Indeed, the increasing number of information 
provided in the labels led controllers to spent 20% of their time de-conflicting the label. 

The DataLink interface, used to assess the new CASCADE Stream 1 services needs to be 
improved. The difficulty encountered by the controllers to manage mixed fleet raised the need for a 
clear visual distinction between DataLink equipped and non DataLink equipped aircraft. In a 
situation mostly DataLink (e.g. more than 70% of aircraft DataLink equipped), the non DataLink 
aircraft need to be highlighted to attract controllers’ attention. The HMI features displayed in the 
label should be very clear so that, when opening a menu, the controllers are reminded that it is a 
non DataLink aircraft which has to be controlled only by R/T. Moreover, unlike their current 
implementation, the coordination and clearances should be decoupled. The controllers want to 
keep the responsibility to clear aircraft whenever they want after coordination with an adjacent 
sector. 

The time spent with ground-ground coordination was also perceived as a problem: typically 
systematic coordination whenever the exit conditions are changed was too demanding and 
unnecessary. As a result, when controllers issued a heading instruction for horizontal separation, 
the next sector had to be called and to agree. Once the separation was made, before putting the 
aircraft back on its initial route, the controller had to coordinate again with the next sector. 
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7.2.3. CASCADE Stream 1 Services Improvements 

Based on the controllers comments, the following requirements were identified for the three 
CASCADE Stream 1 services. 

Auto-transfer: As a summary, the Auto-Transfer service in its current configuration was used in 
only 10% of the cases and perceived as not acceptable by the controllers. What controllers require 
is a better underlying algorithm taking into account the specificity of each situation and adapting 
the auto-Transfer accordingly (e.g. earlier, later, manual transfer). In its current configuration, 
controllers suggest to keep the Auto-Transfer not active by default, and enable them to select it 
when and if they need to. 

ADD: The Aircraft Derived Data service is interesting but needs to be improved. The displayed 
heading needs to be modified, so that relative heading is available as well as current or selected 
heading. Controllers said that selected heading is only limited relevance to them because they 
would usually issue instructions relative to the current heading. For all types of information (speed, 
heading, level), the availability of selected values (instead of current) should increase opportunity 
to detect errors and reduce error detection time. To clarify the reliability of the information, no 
empty field name should be displayed. The visual distinction between ADS-B and no DataLink 
equipped aircraft should be improved. In addition, ADD should not be displayed in the radar label, 
and should not be displayed anywhere permanently. 

PPD: The Pilot Preferred Downlink is acceptable as it is. 
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FRENCH TRANSLATION 

SYNTHÈSE 

 

La simulation en temps réel réalisée du 23 mai au 17 juin 2005 visait à présenter trois services 
CASACADE Stream 1 aux contrôleurs, à recueillir leurs réactions sur ces services et à obtenir une 
première évaluation de leurs avantages opérationnels. L’espace aérien se composait de deux 
secteurs mesurés, gérés chacun par un contrôleur tactique et un contrôleur organique travaillant 
dans un environnement « sans strips papiers ». La simulation était divisée en deux sessions de 
deux semaines, faisant chacune intervenir 8 contrôleurs européens. Chaque groupe de 
participants a effectué 10 exercices d’entraînement et 18 exercices mesurés. Les quatre facteurs 
évalués étaient la familiarisation des contrôleurs avec les services, l’acceptation des services ainsi 
que l’impact des services sur la charge de travail des contrôleurs, leur compréhension de la 
situation, la sécurité et la capacité. Lors des exercices d’entraînement de la première session, les 
contrôleurs concernés ont dû se familiariser d’entrée non seulement avec les nouveaux services, 
mais également avec l’environnement de simulation (espace aérien, interface, …). Pour la 
deuxième session, l’entraînement a été progressif, portant successivement sur la description de 
l'espace aérien, les services de liaison de données et, enfin, les services CASCADE Stream 1, 
avec une augmentation progressive du niveau de trafic. À la fin de ces deux sessions 
d’entraînement, tous les participants s’estimaient suffisamment familiarisés avec les différents 
services. 

L’acceptation des services varie selon la nature du service considéré. Malgré son utilisabilité, le 
service d’auto-transfert, tel qu’il était présenté dans la simulation, a été peu utilisé (moins de 10%). 
Selon les participants, son seul intérêt réside dans sa fonction d’aide-mémoire et de filet de 
sauvegarde permettant de ne pas oublier les transferts. En revanche, la plupart des contrôleurs 
ont bien accepté le service présentant les performances des avions et les préférences de vol des 
pilotes (PPD) et l’ont jugé utilisable. Les contrôleurs organiques notamment ont jugé la 
présentation des performances des avions (vitesse Max/min et le FL max) utiles pour planifier 
correctement le niveau de vol en fonction du trafic. Les valeurs préférentielles pourraient être utiles 
dans des situations non critiques en temps, principalement pour anticiper les multiples demandes 
récurrentes des pilotes. En revanche, les contrôleurs se sont montrés plus réservés sur le service 
de descente des paramètres de vol (ADD) : si le taux de montée / descente peut aider les 
contrôleurs tactiques dans la résolution des conflits, les informations de cap doivent, elles, être 
améliorées. L’affichage permanent d’informations ADD est inutile et source de surcharge. Les 
contrôleurs acceptent le service ADD pour autant qu’il soit amélioré conformément à leurs besoins. 

Aucun impact, ni positif, ni négatif, des services Cascade Stream1 sur la charge de travail n’a pu 
être mesuré. Cependant la compréhension de la situation a requis de plus grands efforts cognitifs 
en raison d’une complexité accrue par la présence d’équipages mixtes. Le partage des tâches et 
les communications internes nécessaires, dans l’environnement Link 2000+ et CASCADE Stream 
1, ont augmenté la charge de travail des contrôleurs et donc, réduit les gains obtenus en matière 
d’occupation des fréquences. Pendant la simulation, la compréhension de la situation par les 
contrôleurs était bonne dans les trois environnements, mais légèrement moins bonne dans 
l’environnement Link 2000+. L’impact des services CASCADE sur la compréhension de la situation 
a été positif, mais limité. Selon les contrôleurs, les divers environnements simulés (pas de liaison 
de données, Link 2000+ et CASCADE Stream 1) n’ont eu aucune incidence sur le niveau de 
sécurité.  
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Les participants ont estimé que le niveau de sécurité était élevé dans toutes les conditions 
simulées. En ce qui concerne les services CASCADE Stream 1, les informations PPD et ADD 
peuvent potentiellement renforcer la sécurité en ce quelles permettent d’éviter des tâches inutiles 
ou de vérifier la bonne exécution des instructions.  

En revanche, le service d’auto-transfert est perçu comme une source potentielle de risque, surtout 
s’il intervient à un moment inopportun. Pour ce qui est de la capacité, les grands avantages de la 
liaison de données en termes de réduction de l’occupation des fréquences (50%) sont maintenus 
lorsque l’on introduit les services CASCADE Stream 1. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. OBJET DU PRÉSENT DOCUMENT 

Le présent document a pour objet de présenter les résultats et les conclusions de la simulation 
CASCADE Stream 1, réalisée en mai et juin 2005. Cette simulation s’inscrit dans le cadre d’une 
série d’exercices de validation visant à étudier l’acceptation et l’impact des services de liaison de 
données ([5], [6], [7]). 

La simulation en temps réel CASCADE Stream 1 avait pour objectif principal de présenter les 
services Stream 1 aux contrôleurs, de recueillir leurs réactions sur ces services et d’obtenir une 
première évaluation de leurs avantages opérationnels. 

Le présent document est structuré comme suit : 

• La Section 1 présente le contexte de la simulation. 

• La Section 2 présente le cadre de validation et les objectifs de la simulation. 

• Les Sections 3, 4 et 5 décrivent respectivement les données, la conception et le 
déroulement de la simulation. 

• La Section 6 présente les résultats obtenus en ce qui concerne, la familiarisation avec les 
services CASCADE Stream 1, l’acceptation de ces services ainsi que leur impact sur la 
charge de travail, la compréhension de la situation, la capacité et la sécurité. 

• La section 7 expose les conclusions essentielles et propose des recommandations pour 
les prochaines simulations. 
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2. OBJECTIFS DE LA SIMULATION EN TEMPS RÉEL CASCADE STREAM 1 

2.1. OBJECTIFS DE HAUT NIVEAU 

La simulation en temps réel CASCADE Stream 1 avait pour objectif principal de présenter les 
services CASCADE Stream 1 aux contrôleurs, de recueillir leurs réactions sur ces services et 
d’obtenir une première évaluation des avantages opérationnels desdits services. Cet objectif 
général se subdivise en plusieurs objectifs de haut niveau : 

Objectif 1 :  Familiarisation des contrôleurs avec les services CASCADE Stream 1. 

Objectif 2 : Étude de l’acceptation des services CASCADE Stream 1 par les contrôleurs, et 
notamment : 

• utilité des services ; 

• utilisabilité des services ; 

• utilisation des services. 

 
Objectif 3 :  Évaluation de l’impact des services CASCADE Stream 1 sur la charge de travail des 

contrôleurs. 

Objectif 4 : Évaluation de l’impact des services CASCADE Stream 1 sur la connaissance de la 
situation du trafic. 

Objectif 5 :  Évaluation de l’impact des services CASCADE Stream 1 sur la sécurité. 

Objectif 6 :  Évaluation de l’impact des services CASCADE Stream 1 sur la capacité. 
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3. CONCLUSIONS ET RECOMMANDATIONS 

3.1. CONCLUSIONS 

La simulation en temps réel conduite du 23 mai au 17 juin 2005 visait à présenter trois services 
CASACADE Stream 1 aux contrôleurs, à recueillir leurs réactions sur ces services et à obtenir une 
première évaluation de leurs avantages opérationnels. L’espace aérien se composait de deux 
secteurs mesurés, gérés chacun par un contrôleur tactique et un contrôleur organique travaillant 
dans un environnement « sans strips papiers ». 

La simulation était articulée autour de trois variables expérimentales : les services de liaison de 
données disponibles (pas de liaison de données, Link 2000+ et CASCADE Stream 1), le rôle du 
contrôleur (radariste et organisque) et le secteur géré. Plusieurs techniques de mesure ont été 
utilisées pour évaluer les performances et les comportements des contrôleurs. Les résultats des 
deux sessions de mesures ont été regroupés et comparés pour chacun des niveaux des variables 
expérimentales.  

La simulation était divisée en deux sessions de deux semaines, faisant intervenir, chacune, 8 
contrôleurs européens. Chaque groupe de participants a effectué 10 exercices d’entrainement et 
18 exercices mesurés. 

Les quatre facteurs évalués étaient la familiarisation des contrôleurs avec les services, 
l’acceptation des services ainsi que l’impact des services sur la charge de travail, la 
compréhension de la situation, la sécurité et la capacité. 

Une série d’enseignements ont pu être tirés en termes de processus d’apprentissage des 
contrôleurs. Tout d’abord, il est essentiel que les contrôleurs connaissent et soient préalablement 
familiarisés avec l’environnement de simulation (type d’espace aérien, niveau de trafic, type 
d’interface). Ensuite, il importe que les contrôleurs bénéficient d’un entrainement progressive leur 
permettant d’être exposés peu à peu à un environnement de plus en plus complexe. Ces 
enseignemnts ont été mis à profit dès la seconde session : ainsi, la formation a porté, 
successivement, sur la description de l'espace aérien, les services de liaison de données et, enfin, 
les services CASCADE Stream 1, avec une augmentation progressive du niveau de trafic. À la fin 
des sessions d’entraînement tous les participants s’estimaient suffisamment familiarisés avec les 
différents services. 

En ce qui concerne le degré d’acceptation, les résultats obtenus varient selon la nature des 
services. Malgré son utilisabilité, le service d’auto-transfert a été peu utilisé : moins de 10% du 
nombre total de transferts, 70% des transferts étant réalisés avant le déclenchement de la fonction 
d’auto-transfert. Selon les participants, le seul intérêt de ce service réside dans sa fonction de 
rappel et de filet de sauvegarde, permettant de ne pas oublier les transferts. Globalement, le 
service d’auto-transfert, tel qu’il était présenté durant la simulation, n’a pas été jugé utile, a très 
peu été utilisé et n’a vraisemblablement pas été accepté par les contrôleurs. En revanche, la 
plupart des contrôleurs ont apprécié le service PPD et l’ont jugé utilisable. Les contrôleurs 
organiques notamment ont jugé les informations de vitesse max/min et de niveau de vol max utiles 
pour planifier correctement le niveau de vol selon le trafic. Les valeurs préférentielles (niveau de 
vol et vitesse) pourraient être utiles dans des situations non critiques en temps, principalement 
pour anticiper les multiples demandes des pilotes. Toutefois, les contrôleurs ont jugé nécessaire 
d’être informés dès qu’une modification des valeurs préférentielles intervient pendant le vol. 
Globalement, le service PPD a été bien accepté.  
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En revanche, les contrôleurs se sont montrés plus réservés sur le service ADD : si le taux de 
montée / descente peut aider les contrôleurs tactiques dans la résolution de conflits, les 
informations de cap doivent, elles, être améliorées (cap relatif, cap actuel, par exemple). 
L’affichage permanent d’informations ADD est inutile et source de surcharge. Les contrôleurs 
acceptent le service ADD pour autant qu’il soit affiné conformément à leurs besoins. 

D’une manière générale, les services CASCADE Stream 1 n’ont eu aucun impact sur la charge de 
travail des contrôleurs. Les contrôleurs ont estimé que le service d’auto-transfert n’avait pas 
diminué leur charge de travail parce qu’ils ne lui faisaient pas suffisamment confiance et ne 
l’utilisaient pas. L’impact des services PPD et ADD sur la charge de travail des contrôleurs s’est 
traduit par une réduction de l’occupation des fréquences. Toutefois, cet impact positif a été très 
limité du fait de l’utilisation trop occasionnelle de ces services. Les contrôleurs ont jugé la charge 
de travail acceptable tout au long de la simulation, dans toutes les configurations expérimentales. 
Les participants ont eu, pendant les trois quarts du temps, une charge de travail normale ou faible. 
Cependant, l'environnement Link 2000+ semble avoir très légèrement augmenté leur charge de 
travail. 

Ce léger accroissement de la charge de travail des contrôleurs peut être principalement imputable 
à une surcharge d’information et au fait d’avoir à contrôler un niveau élevé de trafic à l’aide d’une 
nouvelle interface, dans un environnement inconnu. Le principal facteur de surcharge pour les 
participants était la mixité de la flotte (avions équipés ou non pour la liaison de données). Les 
contrôleurs ont jugé éprouvant de faire la distinction entre les deux types d’avions et stressant de 
devoir opérer des entrées de données spécifiques pour chacun des deux types d’avions. La tâche 
la plus difficile, en toutes circonstances, était d’obtenir et de maintenir une bonne compréhension 
de la situation pendant les exercices. La complexité de la situation, due à la mixité de la flotte, a 
nécessité de plus grands efforts cognitifs pour comprendre la situation. Le partage des tâches et 
les communications internes nécessaires, dans l’environnement Link 2000+ et CASCADE 
Stream 1, pour clarifier les situations, ont augmenté la charge de travail des contrôleurs. Ainsi, les 
gains obtenus en matière d’occupation des fréquences ont été reduits. 

Pendant la simulation, la compréhension de la situation était plutôt bonne dans les trois 
environnements, mais légèrement moins bonne dans l’environnement Link 2000+. Le gain de 
disponibilité (réduction de l’occupation des fréquences) n’a pas conduit à une meilleure 
compréhension de la situation. Ces difficultés de compréhension pourraient tenir à la complexité 
du trafic et de l’espace aérien. Le fait que les contrôleurs ne connaissaient pas l’espace aérien 
peut avoir affecté la qualité de la collecte d’informations et ainsi avoir nui à leur compréhension de 
la situation. Les difficultés d’interaction avec l’interface et de gestion des étiquettes peuvent 
également avoir nui à la compréhension de la situation. Le nombre restreint de communications 
verbales a également suscité un sentiment de moindre participation, qui peut, lui aussi, être à 
l’origine d’une moins bonne compréhension de la situation. Globalement l’impact des services 
CASCADE sur la compréhension de la situation était positif, mais limité. Le service d’auto-transfert 
tel qu’il était proposé, a diminué le degré de compréhension des contrôleurs du fait qu’il a 
monopolisé leurs ressources cognitives : trop éloigné de leurs pratiques actuelles et pas 
suffisamment fiable, ce service a monopolisé l’attention des contrôleurs, qui doutaient de son bon 
fonctionnement. Le service PPD peut potentiellement accroître le degré de compréhension de la 
situation en fournissant des données utiles et exploitables aux contrôleurs. Le service ADD 
participe également au maintien d'une bonne compréhension de la situation en fournissant des 
données utiles. Toutefois, la localisation et l'affichage des informations ADD devraient être 
améliorés de manière à éviter la confusion et la surcharge d’informations. 
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Selon les contrôleurs, les diverses conditions testées (pas de liaison de données, Link 2000+ et 
CASCADE Stream 1) n’ont eu aucun impact sur le niveau de sécurité. Les participants ont estimé 
que le niveau de sécurité était élevé dans toutes les conditions simulées. Les conditions 
expérimentales n’ont eu aucune incidence sur le nombre de pertes de séparation. Environ sept 
pertes de séparation ont été observées pour chacune des conditions expérimentales, mais celles-
ci etaient pour la plupart, d’importance mineure.  

Deux points sont à souligner : cinq des huit pertes de séparation survenues dans l’environnement 
Link ont été observées pendant le premier exercice mesuré et certains conflits étaient dus à des 
erreurs dans les secteurs non mesurés ou à des erreurs des pilotes de simulation. En ce qui 
concerne les services CASCADE Stream 1, aucune réelle amélioration de la sécurité n'a été 
observée.  

Les informations PPD et ADD peuvent potentiellement renforcer la sécurité en ce qu’elles 
permettent d'éviter des tâches inutiles et aident à vérifier la bonne exécution des instructions. En 
revanche, le service d’auto-transfert tel qu’il était présenté est perçu comme une source potentielle 
de risque, surtout s’il se produit à un moment inopportun. 

Sur le plan de la capacité, les grands avantages de la liaison de données en termes de réduction 
de l’occupation des fréquences (50 %) persistent lorsque l’on introduit les services CASCADE 
Stream 1. 

3.2. RECOMMANDATIONS 

3.2.1. Formation 

La plupart des contrôleurs n’avaient aucune connaissance ni expérience préalable des services de 
liaison de données. La session d’entraînement visait donc à les familiariser non seulement avec 
les nouveaux services, mais également avec les services de base. La brièveté de cette session 
pourrait être compensée par une meilleure structuration. La formation des contrôleurs confrontés à 
un nouvel espace aérien, à une nouvelle HMI et à de nouvelles méthodes de travail, est un 
élément essentiel à prendre en compte pour de futures simulations. À l’avenir, la familiarisation 
des contrôleurs avec les conditions de base devrait être assurée avant le début de la simulation. 
Une solution pourrait consister à organiser des séances préalables, au cours desquelles les 
contrôleurs pourraient être formés à l’espace aérien, à l’interface, aux conditions de base et au 
niveau de trafic. Pour les évaluations plus approfondies de l’impact des nouveaux services, la 
formation dispensée avant les exercices mesurés pourrait être davantage centrée sur la 
familiarisation avec les nouvelles fonctionnalités. Un point quotidien de la situation pourrait être 
proposé pour revenir brièvement sur les (bonnes et mauvaises) pratiques constatées, clarifier les 
questions en suspens. 

3.2.2. Environnement de Simulation 

Les contrôleurs ont convenu que la simulation leur avait permis de bien comprendre les services 
CASCADE Stream 1, malgré les problèmes techniques rencontrés au niveau de la plate-forme. Ils 
ont toutefois demandé que certaines améliorations soient apportées à l’environnement de 
simulation. Premièrement, l’espace aérien simulé n'a pas été jugé adéquat pour une évaluation 
correcte des services CASCADE Stream 1. Les flux de trafic n’étaient pas répartis de manière 
égale sur le secteur (dans la partie nord de SW, par exemple, où le nombre de routes et de points 
de franchissement était trop élevé). Ces contraintes ont nui à la performance des contrôleurs en ce 
qu’elles ont augmenté le nombre de difficultés.  
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Le nombre d’échantillons de trafic (3) était trop restreint : les contrôleurs ont rapidement appris à 
connaître le trafic, à anticiper et à résoudre les conflits. En dépit de sa complexité, le trafic n’a pas 
permis aux contrôleurs d’évaluer convenablement tous les avantages des services CASCADE. 
D’une manière générale, il aurait fallu des situations plus complexes, avec un nombre plus élevé 
d'avions en descente et en montée. Pour plus de réalisme encore, il faudrait que les demandes 
des pilotes soient plus nombreuses. Sur le plan des améliorations techniques, les contrôleurs 
estiment absolument nécessaire de disposer d’un outil efficace d’anti-recouvrement des labels. En 
effet, vu le grand nombre d’informations fournies dans l’étiquette, les contrôleurs ont passé 20% de 
leur temps à clarifier cette dernière. 

L’interface de liaison de données utilisée pour évaluer les nouveaux services CASCADE Stream 1 
doit aussi être améliorée. Les difficultés rencontrées par les contrôleurs pour gérer des flottes 
mixtes mettent en lumière la nécessité d'établir une distinction claire entre les appareils équipés ou 
non pour la liaison de données. Lorsque la plupart des appareils (plus de 70%) sont équipés pour 
la liaison de données, il importe que ceux non équipés soient indiqués clairement, afin d’attirer 
l’attention des contrôleurs. Les caractéristiques affichées dans l’étiquette devraient être très claires 
de façon à ce que dès l’ouverture d’un menu, les contrôleurs sachent qu’il s’agit d’un avion non 
équipé dont le contrôle se fera uniquement par communication radio. De plus, et contrairement aux 
modalités actuelles, la coordination et les clairances devraient être dissociées. Les contrôleurs 
souhaitent pouvoir donner une clairance à un avion quand ils le souhaitent, après coordination 
avec le secteur adjacent. 

Le temps consacré à la coordination sol-sol a également été jugé problématique. D’une manière 
générale, la coordination systématique en cas de modification des conditions de sortie est apparue 
comme trop contraignante et inutile. Les contrôleurs qui voulaient donner une instruction de cap en 
vue d’établir la séparation horizontale devaient ainsi appeler le secteur suivant et obtenir son 
autorisation. Une fois la séparation établie, avant de remettre l’avion sur sa route initiale, ils 
devaient à nouveau assurer la coordination avec le secteur suivant. 

3.2.3. Amélioration des Services CASCADE Stream 1 

Il ressort des commentaires des contrôleurs que les améliorations suivantes devraient être 
apportées aux trois services CASCADE Stream 1 : 

Auto-transfert : Dans sa forme actuelle, ce service ne présente aucun intérêt pour les contrôleurs. 
Ceux-ci réclament un meilleur algorithme de base, qui tienne compte de la spécificité de chaque 
situation et qui adapte l'auto-transfert en conséquence (transfert plus rapide, plus tardif, transfert 
manuel, etc.) Pour l’heure, les contrôleurs suggèrent de garder l'auto-transfert inactif par défaut, et 
de pouvoir l’activer à la demande. 

ADD : Ce service est intéressant, mais doit être amélioré. D’une manière générale, l’affichage du 
cap doit être modifié de façon à pouvoir indiquer également le cap relatif ainsi que le cap actuel ou 
le cap sélectionné (au lieu de la trajectoire). En effet, les contrôleurs utilise plutôt des instructions 
relatives au cap courant (ex : tourner a droite/gauche xx degrés). Pour tous les types d’information 
(vitesse, cap, niveau), la disponibilité de valeurs sélectionnées (au lieu des valeurs actuelles) 
devrait augmenter la possibilité de détecter les erreurs et réduire le temps de détection de celles-
ci. Dans un souci de fiabilité de l’information, aucun champ vide ne devrait être affiché. La 
distinction visuelle entre appareils équipés ADS-B et non équipés devrait être plus claire. Enfin, les 
données ADD ne devraient pas être affichées dans l'étiquette radar de manière permanente. 

PPD: Le service PPD est acceptable tel quel. 
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ANNEXES 
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ANNEX A -  T-TESTS FOR ACCEPTANCE 

A.1 T-tests for utility of PPD and ADD services. Items in red are significant. 

Services Variable Df t-value p-value Significant 
level 

PPD Role (TC, PC) 126 -2.5037 0.013565 .05 

ADD Role (TC, PC) 32 0.96152 0.340024 .05 

A.2 T-test for usage of PPD and ADD services. Items in red are significant 

Services Variable Df t-value p-value Significant 
level 

PPD Role (TC, PC) 62 -0.1909 0.238223 .05 

ADD Role (TC, PC) 126 0.51002 0.613773 .05 
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ANNEX B -  AIM QUESTIONNAIRE 

B.1 Blank AIM Questionnaire 
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Mental Workload Questionnaire (AIM – Hi) 
Participant number: ______          Date: _________               Time: _______          Role: ____________        Sector: ____________ 

TASK ITEMS 
 

Is mental workload level for the task 
acceptable? 

Mental Effort 
Please rate the mental effort 
required to perform the task. 

Comments 
If you have any comments, please fill them in. 

Y     1 2 3  

     4  

Multitasking 
 

Carry out several tasks at the same time (such as speaking 
and writing in parallel). Switch between different tasks. 

Prioritise tasks. 
 N     5 6 7  

Y     1 2 3  

    4 

Direct attention to information sources 
 

Monitor various visual displays (including radar and strip 
displays), and listen out for relevant information. 

 
N 5 6 7  

Y     1 2 3  

    4 

Take account of and process information 
 

Interpret and integrate the data from the visual displays and 
auditory sources. 

N 5 6 7  

Y     1 2 3  

    4 

Memory Management 
 

Ensure that you are aware of all relevant information. 
Remind yourself of planned actions. Use your knowledge to 

interpret data and decide on actions. 
 

 N 5 6 7  

Y     1 2 3  

    4 

Build and maintain situation awareness 
 

Build an understanding of the traffic situation. Anticipate the 
future traffic situation, and regularly update awareness of 

the traffic situation. 
N 5 6 7  
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TASK ITEMS 
 

Is mental workload level for the task 
acceptable? 

Mental Effort 
Please rate the mental effort 
required to perform the task. 

Comments 
If you have any comments, please fill them in. 

Y     1 2 3  

    4 

Planning 
 
Generate a plan for aircraft entering your area of 
responsibility. Evaluate the consequences of the plan, and, 
if necessary, adapt the plan or generate a new plan. 
 N 5 6 7  

Y     1 2 3  

    4 

Decision Making 
 
Make decisions for control actions and deal with pilots' 
requests. Formulate decision options, choose an option and 
formulate appropriate actions. 
 N 5 6 7  

Y     1 2 3  

    4 

Diagnosing and Problem solving 
 
Identify a problem and generate a solution. Apply previous 
experience to solve the problem, or develop a new plan to 
solve a novel situation/problem. 

N 5 6 7  

Y     1 2 3  

    4 

Team awareness 
 
Recognise the need to request or offer assistance before 
your or your team partner’s workload exceeds capacity. 
Assess the impact of a request on team workload, and be 
proactive in helping team members. Share information and 
communicate effectively.  

N 5 6 7  

System % 

Traffic % 

 

Cause of workload 
 

Please attribute the overall workload (in terms of 
percentages) to the three categories. If possible, please 
indicate what the specific factors in the category are.  Others % 
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B.2.2. Blank AIM Questionnaire 

Acceptable workload (all sessions)
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Task Variable Df1 Df2 MS F p-value 

Role 1 138 0.0069 0.3333 0.5646 
Condition 2 138 0.0208 1.0000 0.3705 Multitasking 
Role * Condition 2 138 0.0069 0.3333 0.7171 
Role 1 138 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
Condition 2 138 0.0278 1.0000 0.3705 Direct attention 
Role * Condition 2 138 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
Role 1 138 0.0069 0.2072 0.6497 
Condition 2 138 0.0903 2.6937 0.0712 Take account of 
Role * Condition 2 138 0.0069 0.2072 0.8131 
Role 1 138 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
Condition 2 138 0.0278 2.0000 0.1392 Memory management 
Role * Condition 2 138 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
Role 1 138 0.0278 1.0222 0.3138 
Condition 2 138 0.0486 1.7889 0.1710 Build and maintain S.A. 
Role * Condition 2 138 0.0069 0.2556 0.7749 
Role 1 138 0.0278 1.0222 0.3138 
Condition 2 138 0.0486 1.7889 0.1710 Planning 
Role * Condition 2 138 0.0069 0.2556 0.7749 
Role 1 138 0.0069 0.3333 0.5646 
Condition 2 138 0.0208 1.0000 0.3705 Decision making 
Role * Condition 2 138 0.0069 0.3333 0.7171 
Role 1 138 0.0069 0.3333 0.5646 
Condition 2 138 0.0208 1.0000 0.3705 Diagnosing 
Role * Condition 2 138 0.0069 0.3333 0.7171 
Role 1 138 0.0069 0.3433 0.5589 
Condition 2 138 0.0625 3.0896 0.0487 Team awareness 
Role * Condition 2 138 0.0069 0.3433 0.7100 
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B.2.3. Figure and ANOVA (5%) of Level of Mental Effort 

Level of mental effort (all sessions)
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Task Variable Df1 Df2 MS F p-value 

Role 1 138 1.0000 0.7753 0.3801 

Condition 2 138 2.1944 1.7013 0.1862 Multitasking 

Role * Condition 2 138 1.0833 0.8399 0.4340 

Role 1 138 1.7778 1.3449 0.2482 

Condition 2 138 1.8819 1.4237 0.2443 Direct attention 

Role * Condition 2 138 0.3403 0.2574 0.7734 

Role 1 138 0.1736 0.1266 0.7225 

Condition 2 138 4.0000 2.9174 0.0574 Take account of 

Role * Condition 2 138 0.0278 0.0203 0.9799 

Role 1 138 0.0069 0.0056 0.9405 

Condition 2 138 3.3611 2.7065 0.0703 Memory management 

Role * Condition 2 138 0.7778 0.6263 0.5361 

Role 1 138 0.0278 0.0184 0.8923 

Condition 2 138 4.3611 2.8865 0.0591 Build and maintain S.A. 

Role * Condition 2 138 0.3611 0.2390 0.7877 

Role 1 138 0.0625 0.0656 0.7983 

Condition 2 138 2.9653 3.1109 0.0477 Planning 

Role * Condition 2 138 0.1458 0.1530 0.8583 

Role 1 138 0.0069 0.0058 0.9394 

Condition 2 138 3.3403 2.7859 0.0651 Decision making 

Role * Condition 2 138 0.9236 0.7703 0.4648 

Role 1 138 0.2500 0.2342 0.6292 

Condition 2 138 0.4375 0.4098 0.6646 Diagnosing 

Role * Condition 2 138 0.2708 0.2537 0.7763 

Role 1 138 0.0069 0.0059 0.9390 

Condition 2 138 3.5208 2.9831 0.0539 Team awareness 

Role * Condition 2 138 0.0069 0.0059 0.9941 
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B.2.4. Figure and ANOVA (5%) of Cause of Workload 

Cause of workload (all sessions)
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Task Variable Df1 Df2 MS F p-value 

Role 1 137 16.3195 0.0338 0.8545 

Condition 2 137 354.2163 0.7330 0.4823 System 

Role * Condition 2 137 300.9961 0.6229 0.5379 

Role 1 137 15.7987 0.0365 0.8488 

Condition 2 137 376.2026 0.8688 0.4218 Traffic 

Role * Condition 2 137 89.5895 0.2069 0.8134 

Role 1 137 0.0219 0.0002 0.9892 

Condition 2 137 44.6724 0.3727 0.6895 Other 

Role * Condition 2 137 73.8956 0.6166 0.5413 
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ANNEX C -  SASHA QUESTIONNAIRE 

C.1. Blank SASHA Questionnaire 

SASHA Questionnaire – CASCADE Stream 1 condition 
Participant-ID: Date: Simulation run: Role: TC / PC 

Sector: SW/ SE Condition: No DL / Link 2000+ /  CASCADE Stream 1 

SASHA Questionnaire 

Q1: -  Did you have the feeling that you were ahead of the traffic and able to predict the evolution of the 
traffic? 

                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….........................................................................…………………..……..… 
Q2: - Did you have the feeling that you were able to plan and organise your work as you wanted? 
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….........................................................................…………………..……..… 
Q3: - Have you been surprised by an a/c call or a datalink request that you were not expecting? 
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….........................................................................…………………..……..… 
Q4: -  Did you have the feeling of starting to focus too much on a single problem and/or area of the 

sector? 
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….........................................................................…………………..……..… 
Q5: - Did you forget to transfer any aircraft? (to be answered by TC only) 
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….........................................................................…………………..……..… 
Q6: - Did you have any difficulty finding an item of (static) information? 
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….........................................................................…………………..……..… 
Q7: - Do you think the Pilot Preference Downlink (PPD) provided you with useful information? 
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….........................................................................…………………..……..… 
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SASHA Questionnaire – CASCADE Stream 1 condition 
Participant-ID: Date: Simulation run: Role: TC / PC 

Sector: SW/ SE Condition: No DL / Link 2000+ /  CASCADE Stream 1 

SASHA Questionnaire 

Q8: - Were you paying too much attention to the functioning of the Pilot Preference Downlink (PPD)? 
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….........................................................................…………………..……..… 
Q10: - Did the Pilot Preference Downlink (PPD) help you to have a better understanding of the situation?
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….........................................................................…………………..……..… 
Q11: - Do you think the Aircraft Derived Data (ADD) provided you with useful information? 
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….........................................................................…………………..……..… 
Q12: - Were you paying too much attention to the Aircraft Derived Data (ADD)? 
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….........................................................................…………………..……..… 
Q13: - Did the Aircraft Derived Data (ADD) help you to have a better understanding of the situation? 
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….........................................................................…………………..……..… 
Q14: - Do you think the Auto-Transfer provided a useful service? 
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….........................................................................…………………..……..… 
Q15: - Were you paying too much attention to the functioning of the Auto-Transfer? 
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……............................................................................……………….....……..… 
Q16: - Did the Auto-Transfer help you to have a better understanding of the situation? 
                      Never                                           Always 
Comments:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……............................................................................……………….....……..… 
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C.2. Distribution of Controllers over Each Question 

 
Q1: - Did you have the feeling that you were 
ahead of the traffic and able to predict the 

evolution of the traffic?
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Q2: - Did you have the feeling that you were 
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wanted?
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Q3: - Have you been surprised by an a/c call 
or a datalink request that you were not 

expecting?
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Q4: - Did you have the feeling of starting to 
focus too much on a single problem and/or 

area of the sector?
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Q5: - Did you forget to transfer any aircraft? 
(to be answered by TC only)
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Q6: - Did you have any difficulty finding an 
item of (static) information?
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Q7: - Do you think the Pilot Preference 
Downlink (PPD) provided you with useful 

information?
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Q8: - Were you paying too much attention to 
the functioning of the Pilot Preference 

Downlink (PPD)?information?
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Q9: - Did the Pilot Preference Downlink 
(PPD) help you to have a better 
understanding of the situation?
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Q11: - Were you paying too much attention 
to the Aircraft Derived Data (ADD)?
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Q12: - Did the Aircraft Derived Data (ADD) 
help you to have a better understanding of 
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Q13: - Do you think the Auto-Transfer 
provided a useful service?
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Q14: - Were you paying too much attention 
to the functioning of the Auto-Transfer?
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Q15: - Did the Auto-Transfer help you to have 
a better understanding of the situation?
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Q16 (cs1)/7(Nocs1): - Finally, how would you 
rate your overall situation awareness during 

this exercise?
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C.3. ANOVA for Situation Awareness Rating without CASCADE Item. Items in red are 
Significant 

 

Variable Df1 Df2 MS F p-value Significant 
level 

Condition 
(NoDL, Link) 1 61 6.2022 8.0963 0.0046 .05 

Condition 
(NoDL, CS1) 1 61 0.0045 0.007 0.93413 .05 

Condition 
(Link, CS1) 1 61 6.5320 8.9437 0.002895 .05 

 

C.4. T-tests for s.a. on CASCADE Services 

Services Variable Df t-value p-value Significant 
level 

Auto-Transfer Role (TC, PC) 142 0.1196 0.9049 .05 

PPD Role (TC, PC) 142 -0.6075 0.5444 .05 

ADD Role (TC, PC) 141 -0.7206 0.4723 .05 

Overall Role (TC, PC) 429 -0.6453 0.5190 .05 
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ANNEX D -  SAFETY QUESTIONNAIRE 

D.1. Blank Safety Questionnaire 

 

Overall subjective Risk Level  
 PLEASE RATE YOUR SAFETY CONFORT 

 
 Low    Moderate   High  

Did you experience any situation that could have become hazardous? 

 None 
 Maybe one situation that could have developed 
 One situation that could have lead to an incident 
 Definitely a hazardous situation 

 
How do you rate the following contributing factors to the incident? 
 
Simulation environment ____ % Datalink ____% CASCADE services ____ % 
 
 
 

ONLY IF AN EVENT HAS BEEN ENCOUNTERED: 
 

Please rate the encountered hazardous event as if it could happen: 
 

 
    10 Times per year in your ACC     
      1 Time per year in your ACC      
   1 per 10 years in your own ACC (but maybe more elsewhere)  
   1 per 10 years in overall Europe     
 
How serious was the situation: 
 

 Minor inconvenience         (with slight reduction in safety margins and slight increase in workload) 
 serious disturbance (significant workload increase or SA degradation without reduction of safety margins) 
 Major disturbance              (Significant reduction of safety margins, significant workload increase) 
 Hazardous incident              (large disturbance in safety margins, stress and adverse effects) 
 Catastrophic incident        (total loss of safety margins, total inability to provide safe ATM service) 

 
 
How do you think this situation could be avoided? 
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D.2. ANOVA Safety Comfort 

Variable Df1 Df2 MS F p-value 

Role 1 134 0.0809 0.1552 0.6942 
Condition 2 134 1.1336 2.1764 0.1174 
Role * Condition 2 134 0.0808 0.1552 0.8564 
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ANNEX E -  CAPACITY 

E.1. Anova for Frequency Occupation 

Variable Df1 Df2 MS F p-value 

Role 1 138 32.0796 2.18 0.1419 

Condition 2 138 165.95 11.29 <.0001 

Role * Condition 2 138 1.4202 0.10 0.9080 

 

E.2. Anova for Number of R/t Calls 

Variable Df1 Df2 MS F p-value 

Role 1 138 711.111 0.17 0.6829 

Condition 2 138 52077.4 12.27 <.0001 

Role * Condition 2 138 181.094 0.04 0.9582 
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ANNEX F -  POST EXPERIMENTAL QUESTIONNAIRE 

F.1. Blank Post-experimental Questionnaire 

 
  

  CASCADE STREAM 1 
REAL-TIME SIMULATION

 

 

 

CASCADE Stream 1- Post-experimental Questionnaire 
  

Your opinion is very important for the evaluation of the effectiveness of the Air/Ground Data-link. 
Consequently, we would ask you to answer the enclosed questions giving your individual opinion 
and personal experience with the Air/Ground Data-link. 

All the individual data of this experiment, including this questionnaire will be treated in strict 
confidence (only ID Nos will be used in reporting individual results and then only when absolutely 
necessary).  Only the analysis team of the experiment will see your questionnaire.  They will not 
pass any personal details and opinions to anyone outside the team. 

Instructions 
The questionnaire contains a number of statements on aspects of the ATC tasks you performed.  
Please make your decision on how much you agree or disagree with each statement, by making a 
cross in the box that comes closest to your opinion, as shown below. 

Example:  Towers should be built even higher to give a better view to the controllers. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree 

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree 

      
      

The cross mark means that you “strongly agree” with the idea that towers should be built 
even higher. 

 
Please answer all the items quickly in the order that they are given but do not cross check your 
answers to previous items. Please put any comments to explain your decisions further in the free 
spaces below the items (overleaf with reference to question number if necessary).Please: work on 
your own - do not discuss any questions with your colleagues while filling in the questionnaire.  
(You can, of course, discuss them later). 
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ABOUT AUTO CPDLC 

 

1. Auto-CPDLC is a useful service for the Tactical Controller (TC). 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..………………………………………………..……………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

2. The automatic transfer of control is initiated at the right time. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

3. The automatic transfer of aircraft makes it more difficult for the TC to know which 
aircraft she/he has still on the frequency. 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       

 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

4. In some cases, I was confused whether an aircraft was automatically transferred to 
the next sector or not. 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 
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5. With the service for automatic transfer of an aircraft, the TC’s workload decreases. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

6. It is easy to cancel the automatic transfer of an aircraft. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

7. It is easy to see if an automatic transfer is initiated. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

8. All information related to the automatic transfer of an aircraft is easy to understand. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

9. It is clear to me how I am supposed to use the Auto-Transfer. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 
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ABOUT PILOT PREFERENCE DOWNLINK (PPD) 

10. Pilot Preference Downlink (PPD) is a useful service for the TC. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

11. With the PPD information, the TC’s workload decreases. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

12. PPD is a useful service for the PC. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

13. With the PPD information, the PC’s workload decreases. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

14. With the PPD information, I am more confident that my foreseen conflict resolution is 
within aircraft limitations. 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 
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15. With the PPD information, having an alternative plan for a conflict resolution is less 
important. 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

16. All PPD information (i.e., min/max/preferred FL, min/max/preferred speed) is easy to 
understand. 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

17. It is easy to access the PPD information for aircraft in pending state (i.e. pink labels). 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

18. It is easy to access the PPD information for aircraft in assumed state (i.e. white 
labels) 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 
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19. As a TC, I take the pilot preferences (i.e., preferred FL and speed) into account and 
try to comply with them. 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

20. As a TC, I take the aircraft limits (i.e., max FL and min/max speed) into account when 
issuing instructions. 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

21. As a PC, I take the pilot preferences (i.e., preferred FL or speed) into account when 
planning traffic. 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

22. As a PC, I take the aircraft limits (i.e., max FL and min/max speed) into account when 
planning traffic. 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 
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ABOUT AIRCRAFT DERIVED DATA (ADD) 

23. Aircraft Derived Data (ADD) is a useful service for the TC. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

24. ADD is a useful service for the PC. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

25. All information related to ADD is easy to understand. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

26. When working as TC, I used the information related to ADD regularly. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

27. When working as PC, I used the information related to ADD regularly. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 
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28. The ADD service lowers workload for the TC. 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

29. The ADD service lowers workload for the PC. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

30. The ADD service will yield a reduction in R/T. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 
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ABOUT THE SIMULATION 

 

31. The simulation enabled me to obtain a good understanding of the CASCADE 
Stream 1 services. 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

32. The training received prior to the measured exercises was sufficient. 
 

 Strongly 
disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 

agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

33. The fact that I am not familiar with the general HMI (e.g., stripless system) made it 
difficult for me to judge the CASCADE Stream 1 services. 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

34. The fact that I am not familiar with datalink operation made it difficult for me to judge 
the CASCADE Stream 1 services. 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 
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35. The traffic samples used were appropriate for testing the CASCADE Stream 1 
services. 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

36. The experimental platform (and simulation) enabled me to obtain a good 
understanding of the CASCADE Stream 1 services. 

 
 Strongly 

disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly 
agree  

       
 
Comments:………………………..……………………………………………………..………..……………
………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

Thank you very much for your co-operation and contribution 
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F.2. Distribution and Comments of Controllers over Each Question 

Distribution Comments 

Auto CPDLC is a useful service for the Tactical 
Controller

0
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7

Strongly
disagree

Disagree Undecided Agree Strongly
agree
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m
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- Useful only if the TC forget to transfer an a/c 
- I only agree with the reminder not the actual 
transfer as I think it blurs  the lines of controller flight 
responsibility and that the major significance of 
transferring/assuming need a manual action on both 
parts 
- Traffic might be in conflict close to the border of the 
FIR, auto-transfer  should not be available at that 
time 
- However the controller should always have the 
possibility to switch it off 
- It can be useful, but it should be implemented later, 
once controller are  confidential with D/L 
- The time parameter of 1 min before the boundary is 
too late. However an earlier time may trigger the 
Controllers to switch it off often as he may need a/c 
separation.  
Every situation for each a/c is different, and the 
transfer input is easy and fast, so I would not need 
auto-transfer 
- Automatic clearances can create more trouble than 
help simple tasks like squawk change could be 
acceptable 
- It can be very dangerous 

The automatic transfer of control is initiated at the 
right time

0
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disagree
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- Should be initiated approx. 20 NM before crossing 
the sector Boundary 
- I agree with the initiation timing of the message but 
disagree (for responsibility) 
- I prefer to transfer a/c using voice 2 or 3 min before 
boundaries 
- Should be initiated 2 min before boundary for 
benefit of adjacent sector. However there must be no 
unresolved conflicts 
- 1 - 3 min 

The automatic transfer of aircraft makes it more 
difficult for the TC to know which aircraft she/he 

has still on frequency

0
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- In busy situation it is possible to miss some 
transfers 
- I'm undecided because I wouldn't  
- In case you have a clear indication on the screen -> 
No problem 
- Maybe a clear indication that Auto transfer is in 
progress would help more when really busy (i.e. the 
whole callsign in yellow, and not only the next sector) 
- Controller should assume the traffic to follow his/her 
scanning etc 
- Before being auto transfer a/c should request an 
approval from Controllers 
- Is that kind of information that is only there to 
increase the confusion and it is not 
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In some cases, I was confused whether an aircraft 
was automatically transferred to the next sector or 

not
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- In busy situation it is possible to miss some 
transfers 
- (disagree) Because I didn't utilise the facility much 
but I would hope that 
- When I saw the yellow "transfer" on the label, it 
functioned as a trigger to transfer it myself (which I 
did). For that purpose, it's useful 
- The colour scheme was quite acceptable in 
understanding the situation 
- I has clear, but sometimes I would like it would be 
on my frequency but was already transferred 
- Bad HMI 

With the service for Automatic transfer of an 
aircraft, the TC's workload decreases
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- Unfamiliarity is a factor in this answer (undecided). 
The benefits can be lost due to confusion 
- You skip the 1 click to transfer it, this doesn't free up 
that much time in order to do something else (in that 
short amount of time) 
- TC still has to monitor the a/c or the according 
transfer message 
- I didn't wait for Auto-Transfer, as the Controllers 
philosophy is to give away traffic no longer needed 
on the frequency as soon as possible as someone 
else may need that traffic for their separation 
- A reminder where with a click transfer is possible is 
nice but automatic would put workload to remember 
to cancel or choose the correct freq 
- People have to check if the transfer was done 
correctly, or leave to switch it of, if doing a separation 
- It helps but not diminish the workload 

It is easy to cancel the automatic transfer of an 
aircraft
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- Never used, forgot where the input could be found 
till I was reminder at the very last run 
- Easy: yes, but it takes more time than to transfer it 
manually -> increases workload (relatively) 
- We need a period of accommodation 
- Too many inputs for a single a/c. Maybe should 
consider a menu to disable Auto transfer for all. 
Depends how the controller is used to work 
- few times I transferred by mistake instead of 
cancelling 
- (Strongly disagree) Because we cannot remember 
- I don't know 

It is easy to see if an automatic transfer is initiated
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- Colour scheme quite clear, maybe a bigger part of 
the label should change colour to make it clearer to 
the Controllers in busy periods 
- It's easy because of yellow colour 
- The warning of Auto-transfer is not clear and comes 
with short notice 
-  (Disagree) And if it would be easy to see, maybe in 
a derivate 
- We only see the words "Auto-Transfer" if we pass 
the mouse pointer over the label 
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All information related to the automatic transfer of 
an aircraft is easy to understand
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- The sequence is quite clear 
- Assuming it's introduction anywhere would be 
coincident with controller training 
- Still some confusion as to how auto transfer is 
cancelled at controllers' request 
- You don't see which frequency the a/c will be 
transferred to 

It is clear to me how I am supposed to use the 
Auto-Transfer
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- (Agree) But I don't like it 
- I just don't like auto-transfer the way it is now, but I 
also don't know if there is a better way. Auto transfer 
for me is just eventually a safety net, in case I forgot 
to transfer an a/c, but it hardly ever happens, so I 
personally don't feel the need of auto-transfer 
- (Strongly agree) Although I don't agree with the use 
of Auto Transfer 

Pilot Preference Downlink (PPD) is a useful 
service for the TC
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- It's useful for the pilot, to let me know his 
preference. For me, it's useful to know the Max and 
the Min (which are not preferred, so maybe PPD is 
the wrong name). Some cases it's useful to know 
their preference too (i.e. departing a/c) but this 
should be in the FPL and therefore known to the TC 
- Helps you in planning your traffic 
- (Agree) but more useful for the PC 
- More information you have, more easier is to make 
right decision 
- Can be of great benefit, particularly for PC 
- More into never hurts as long as it doesn't get in my 
way 
- Depending on how you show me. With the actual 
representation it's not a help, but another line that 
makes label even bigger 

With the PPD information, the TC's workload 
decreases
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- You use it when you have extra time, not as primary 
planning tool 
- Yes! 
- The info provided by PPD can quickly be obtained 
from pilot 
- In special cases 
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Pilot Preference Downlink (PPD) is a useful 
service for the PC
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- I consider this is  a very useful tool for PC 
- Helps you in planning traffic 
- Can plan correct levels according to the traffic 
situation (more for max level, as preferred level is in 
the FPL and therefore known already) 

With the PPD information, the PC's workload 
decreases
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- PC doesn't make less coordination than usual 
- It "can" be used… doesn't "have" to be.  
- The  TC workload decreases, because he hasn't to 
ask pilots all information he gets by PPD 
- Now the PC uses PFL data to plan, which should be 
the same as in the PPD, so not a big change here 
- Might reduce the need to interrupt TC for collecting 
info 

With the PPD information, I am more confident that 
my foreseen conflict resolution is within aircraft 

limitations
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- It could be like this, however except for certain 
situations, we know that each type of a/c can or 
cannot do 
- Not with PPD but with ADD information 
- Perfect for that purpose 
- TC will use PPD in less busy situation. When busy, 
the PC will have more time to assimilate information 
- As long as pilot has been honest 

With the PPD information, having an alternative 
plan for a conflict resolution is less important
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- There should be always an alternative plan 
-  Controller is aware of options available and will not 
lose time with rejections from pilots 
- It's always important to have an alternative plan 
- There should always be an plan B! 
- An alternative plan is always important, regardless 
of any PPD 
- A controller has to be always ready to solve 
conflicts. Having alternative plan is always useful 
- It could be like this 
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All PPD information (i.e., min/max/preferred FL, 
min/max/preferred speed) is easy to understand
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- Don't interested in min FL, don't see it's relevance, 
the rest 
- (Agree) but you don't show it in the right place 

It is easy to access the PPD information for 
aircraft in pending state (i.e. pink labels)
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- Is it different from assumed ones? Always use the 
extended label 
- I don't like the place where information is 
represented 

It is easy to access the PPD information for aircraft 
in assumed state (i.e. white labels)
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- Easy to access but clogs the screen too much, 
maybe only an access when needed on a different 
window 
- Don't like the place where information is 
represented 

As a TC, I take the pilot preferences (i.e., preferred 
FL and speed) into account and try to comply with 

them
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- Whenever possible 
- It depends on how busy I am 
- you always try to please the pilots request as far as 
possible and other a/c or  restrictions allow 
- When I have the time to look at them, yes 
- Of course but traffic pattern sometimes takes over 
that decision for you 
- But only if I have time. In busy periods, I'm not 
interested about the pilot preferences 
- Generally during simulation traffic was busy. 
Conflicts and lack of familiarity with HMI  
- Not unless it's a request 
- When I don't have traffic, it helps (no sense 
because I have time to ask) when I don't have time it 
doesn't (that is when I need help) 
-  When it is possible or/and I have time and need for 
that 
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As a TC, I take the aircraft limits (i.e., max FL and 
min/max speed) into account when issuing 

instructions
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- (strongly agree) Do you expect different? 
- When I don't have traffic, it helps (no sense 
because I have time to ask) when I don't have time it 
doesn't (that is when I need help) 
- When possible 

As a PC, I take the pilot preferences (i.e., preferred 
FL or speed) into account when planning traffic
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- If fits into the traffic picture and to do it doesn't drive 
the TC crazy 
- When I have enough time, if not FPL- 
- If I have time 
- Excellent tool for PC work. Has more time generally 
than TC. Therefore benefits most from PPD 
- When I don't have traffic, it helps (no sense 
because I have time to ask) when I don't have time it 
doesn't (that is when I need help) 

As a PC, I take the aircraft limits (i.e., max FL and 
min/max speed) into account when planning traffic
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- Check only it needed 
- When I don't have traffic, it helps (no sense 
because I have time to ask) when I don't have time it 
doesn't (that is when I need help) 

ADD is a useful service for the TC
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- I would use more ROC and speed, as I don't 
normally need to know the heading (I issue turn 
right/left instructions normally, not "fly heading") but 
it's personal. I think ADD is useful 
- Speed is relatively obvious by ground 
speed/trail/predict vector. Heading is largely 
irrelevant in en-route where lots of conflicts are level 
solved, and if they aren't, turn right ten (e.g.) is easily 
as effective as turn right heading hXXX 
- I know heading, speed and rate of climb/descent 
without asking the pilot -> reducing workload 
- In practical terms, ROC is perhaps of most benefit 
- TC is using more relative heading (+/- 10 degrees) 
and is late to consider the speed, maybe ROC/ROD 
is more useful 
- I didn't use it often 
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ADD is a useful service for the PC
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- Speed is the most important. Heading could be, but 
not always. ROC and ROD is useless 
- Only for helping TC because I consider ADD is 
more useful for TC 
- Mostly the speed though. Level/heading not so 
much 
- Helps in planning your traffic and assists in solving 
conflicts 
- More for planning cruising traffic, as speed/ROC 
vary too often for departing a/c 
- I didn't use it often 

All information related to ADD is easy to 
understand
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- (Agree) But should be accessible when needed not 
always on 
- The heading may not be what we expect 

When working as TC, I used the information 
related to ADD regularly
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- Only when strictly needed (for sequencing, 
separation…) otherwise I have no interest in knowing 
speed and heading 
- It depends on how busy I was. I'm not used to get 
such information on the labels 
- When needed 
- When I need those information, I use ADD 
- Not familiar with sector and HMI but familiarity with 
all elements should improve situation 
- Few times 

When working as PC, I used the information 
related to ADD regularly
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- On labels there is also ground speed which is also 
important, sometimes more important than Mach 
number 
- ADD is used by the TC 
- (Agree) for conflicts solving 
- Only Mach number might be useful, but without 
PPD it would be almost unuseful 
- When needed 
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The ADD service lowers workload for the TC
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- No more asking to pilot 
- No need to request speed -> you gain 10 sec per 
request 
- It's just a different way to ask for or request the a/c 
limitations. Normally done by voice 
- Sometimes. Rate of climb/descent can be useful. 
AHDG is not so useful 
- It reduces the frequency workload of asking the info 
which is displayed on the ADD 

The ADD service lowers workload for the PC
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- No less coordination 
- Especially for a/c coming from other ATC centres. 
Instead of asking the other PC via voice you can 
receive important data directly 
- It reduces the frequency workload of asking the info 
which is displayed on the ADD 

The ADD service will yield a reduction in R/T
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- Agree slightly, most likely to sue the speed info if 
anything 
- Of course! 
- It reduces the frequency workload of asking the info 
which is displayed on the ADD 
- I don't see when, maybe only to check speeds, 
which is rare anyhow 
- Only for speed checking 
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ANNEX G -  API DESCRIPTION 

The API (Aircraft Proximity Index) metric will be used as a measure of “safety”. 

The API provides a measure of the severity of an incident.  If 

•  is the vertical separation minimum standard (in feet); sepV

•  is the horizontal separation minimum standard (in nautical miles); sepH

•  is the actual vertical separation (in feet) of a pair of aircraft, and; VD

•  is the actual horizontal separation (in nautical miles) of the same pair of aircraft. HD

then if  and, simultaneously, if sepV VD ≤ sepH HD ≤  then the value of the API, , is given by: APII

( ) ( )
( )22

22

*
100**

sepsep

HsepVsep
API HV

DHDV
I

−−
=  

The possible values that the API can have ranges from 0 if there is no loss of separation between 
the two aircraft concerned up to 100 if there is a collision between the two aircraft concerned. 

If  is set to 1000 feet and  is set to 5 nautical miles, the value of the API is given by: sepV sepH

( ) ( )
250000

5*1000 22
HV

API
DDI −−

=  

Three degrees of severity of an incident, namely minor, serious and very serious, can be defined in 
terms of the maximum value of the API during a loss of separation.  These three degrees can be 
defined as follows: 

APII  Severity 
25.60 <≤ APII  Minor 

36.3125.6 <≤ APII  Serious 

APII≤36.31  Very 
Serious 
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